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Sec. 1 (I)
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Chap. 204

CHAPTER 204

The Land Titles Act
PART [
PRELIMINARY

1. In this Act.

Int<lfpre-

tatlon

(a) "court" means the Supreme Court;

(b) "duplicate plan" means a true copy of a plan that

is prepared in accordance with the regulations;

(e) "Inspector" means the Inspector of Legal Offices
appointed under The Judicature Act;
~·~99·
(d) "lot" includes a block, reserve and any other delineation of land on H plan;

(e) "mounted duplicate plan" means a true copy of a
plan that is prep..1.red and mounted in accordance
with the regulations;

(n

"owner" means an owner in feesimple;

(g) "plan" means a plan that is drawn in accordance
with the regulations;
(h) "prescribed" means prescribed by this Act or by the
rules;

(J)

"proper master of titles" means the master of titles
or local master of titles in whose office the land
affected or intended to be affected by any proceeding, instrument or document is or may be registered;

U) "cegistcred" mcan, cegi,tcccd undec ,hi, Ace;
(k) "regulations" means the code of standards and procedure laid dowll by the rules;

(l)

"rules" means the rules made under this Act.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 1i 1958, c. 49, s. 6, part,
amended.

1960.
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PART II
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
APPLICATION OF ACT

~fX~rtl<)n

2. Subject to section 3, this Act applies only to tht County
of York, including The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto;
the County of Elgin, including the City of St. Thomas; the
County of Ontario; the County of Carleton, including the
City of Ottawa; the County of Lincoln, including the City
of St. Catharines; the United Counties of Prescott and Russell;
the County of Halton, and the provisional judicial districts,
but the land registries heretofore established for such cities,
counties and districts are continued. 1960, c. 56, s. 1, ametUkd.

~~f~~on or
3.-(1) The council of a county or city or of a town separmuniclpalitYated from the county for municipal purposes may pass a by-

Jaw declaring it expedient that this Act be extended to the
county, cityortown. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 150 (1).
modatlon

Accom_

(2) The corporations of the County of York and The
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto and of every county,
city and town that has passed or passes a by-law under subsection 1 or a predecessor thereof shall provide proper fireproof
and other accommodation for an office of land titles, and, so far
as the expenscs of the office are not covered by the fees coUee·
ted thereat, the corporation shall pay the same, including the
salaries of the master of titles of the locality and his staff, and
all necessary and proper books, stationery, furniture, and
lighting, cleaning and heating of the office, and other matters
and things incident to the proper conduct of the business of
the office. R,S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 150 (2); 1960, c. 56, s. 22
(1),amended.

Wbere

(3) Where this Act is extended to a county that includes
a city or a town separated from the county for municipal
purposes, the city or town and county shall share the expenses
to be borne by the locality under this Act and, where the
councils interested do not agree in respect thereto, in such
proportions as arc determined by arbitration under The }'funicipal Act.

OO,":/;
Inclu efl

or
rParaled
;.~~. weo.
c. 249
city

~~~~~Tea,;d(4) Where such a by-law has been passed and proper
~~1l1:;~~rlty accommodation has been provided either in connection with

the registry office or at some other convenient place to the
s..'ltisfaction of the Inspector and approved by the Lieutenant
Govertlor in Council, the Lieutenant Governor may, by his

Sec. 5 (2)
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proclamation, extend the operation of this Act to such county,
city or town from a day to be named in the proclamation.

(5) The fact of the conditions precedent to the issue of ~r~~~~
such proclamation having been performed is conclusively tEon
established by the issue of the proclamation. RS.O. 1950,
c. 197, s. 150 (3-5).
4.-(1) Where not fewer than twenty ratepayers of a county ~;;n~~cinot
in which is situate a city or a town to which this Act has been 0 e~~o~n
extended, who arc owners of land situate in such county of the ~r OWMI'8
aggregate assessed. value of $400,000. petition the Lieutenant
Governor in Council for the isoue of a proclamation extending
this Act to the county. and the Lieutenant Governor in Council declares that it is expedient that this Act should be so ex·
tended, section 3 applies to such county as fully as it would
have been applicable had a by-law been passed by the council
of the county.

(2) In the cases provided for by subsection 1, the local ~:~~~.
master of titles is not entitled to be paid a salary, unless the tlon
county council passes a resolution for the payment to him of
a salary to be provided by the county, but he is entitled to
retain for his own use the fees collected upon proceedings in
his office.
(3) All costs and expenses incurred in introducing the land ~~~~~tl':tn
titles system into the county, or incurred during one year ur ByHto:m
thereafter in connection therewith, shall be paid by the peti.
tioners.
(4) The owners of land that is assessed as land of non· ;;':~e~~Bnt
residents shall be deemed ratepayers within the meaning of ~t~;:~Bd
thisscction. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 151,amellded.
ere
5.-(1) Where this Act applies to a county, city or towo ~~:ro~UsrOOll
entitled to receive ,money under section 109 of The Registry ~'~4~' 1960.
Act, the registrar shall pay to the Treasurer of Ontario, to be:o ~0r"'PP!iBd
applied, so far as necessary, in defraying the salary of the prop· oi~n~l~f
.
land titlOll
er master 0 f titles
an d other expenses 0 f the 0 ffi ce, the money OnlCB
payable either directly or indirectly to the county, city or
town under that Act, and the Treasurer shall pay the balance
to the county, city or town, and, if the alllount so paid to the
Treasurer is not sufficient, the residue or, if nothing is IXlyable
by the registrar, the whole of such salary and expenses shall
be made good to the Province of Ontario by the corporation of
the county, city or town.

(2) Where the fees collected in any such office exceed the ~~~p~~~!r~~r
expenses thereof, the Treasurer of Ontario shall p"y over to the ~M'ion~:;\o:
corporation or corporations that would have been liable to P81d j tj lit
make up a deficit, the amount of such excess. R.S.O. 1950, mun C I'll Y
c. 197, s. 152, amemJed.

s.c. 5 (3)
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ment or
mutera

Appoint.

,-

(3) Subjcct to subsection 1 of section 12, the Lieutenant
Governor in Council may appoint a master of titles for any
Joc.1lity in which this Act is in force to be styled "The Local

....'"

case may be, who shall hold office during plc..1.surc.

LAND TITLES

Master of Titles" for the county, city. to\\'n or

as the

(4) The local master of titles shall be p..... id by salary or lees
for his services in that capacity, such salary to be faxed by
order of the Lieutenant Governor in Council from lime to
time with reference to the amount or probable amount of the
business on the report of the Inspector, and shall be paid for
his services in entering patents under sections 35 to 38 such
sum as the Lieutenant Governor in Council directs.

Order to be

laid berore

Auombly

~'~D~'

distric~.

1960,

Commuta.tion of (006

(5) Every such order shall be laid before the Assembly as
provided in respect of orders in council under section 102 of
The J11dicature Act.
(6) The Lieutcnant Governor in Coullcil may commute the
fees payable to a registrar of deeds or local mastcr of titles in
any county or district whether both offices are held by one
officer or otherwise for a fixed sum each year, but such sum
shall 110t exceed the income that such registrar or local master
of titles would have derived from fees during such year, and
the fees so commuted shall, on or before the 15th day of
January in each year, be paid over to the Treasurer of Ontario, in the case of a district, for the usc of the Province,
and, in the case of a county or city, is subject to such division
betwccn the county or city and the Province as the Lieutenant
Governor in Council directs. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 153
(2,4-6).
OFFICERS, ETC.

Outl. or

G. Subject to this Act and to the rules, the Inspector has
under this Act similar powers and duties as he has under
~'~4<;:' 1960, section 121 of The Registry Act, other than clause h thereof,
and such other duties as he is required to perform by the lieutenant Governor in Council. 1956, c. 38, s. 17.
I .... peetor

Olr&etor of
tJ tlOll

Depuw
director o[
tlUN

7.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint
a barrister or solicitor of not less than ten years standing to
be the director of titles.

(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint a
barrister or solicitor of not less than five years standing to be
the deputy of the director of titles, and the person so appointed
shall act under the supervision of the director or shall act as
director in the absence of the director and, when acting as
director in the absence of the director, he has all the powers of
the director.

Se<:. 9 (ll
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(3) When the director of titles dies or resigns, the deputy ~~i~atron
director of titles shall act as director until a director is ap- gf Me~lor
pointed. 1956, c. 38, s. 2.
(4) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint one~~t~nt
Or more assistant deputy directors of titles for the purposes of ~~'1'11\~n
this Act. 1958, c. 49, s. 1.
(5) The director of titles may designate one or morc per- ~AA'g.;~
sons on the staff of his office or any land titles office as signing
officers who shall act under the authority of the director to
complete the registration of instruments and authenticate certificates under this Act. 1960, c. 56, s. 21.

8.-(1) This Act shall be administered by the director of tt~~~~l~~
titles who shall supervise and determine all matters relating
to titles of land to which this Act applies. 1960, c. 56, s. 25 (1).
(2) In addition to the duties prescribed by subsection 1, Idem
the director of titles shall perform such duties as are prescribed
by the rules. 1956, c. 38, s. 16,part.
(3) The director of titles shall have a seal of office in such Seal
form as the Lieutenant Governor in Council approves. 1958,
c.49,s.10.
(4) Where under this Act the proper master of titles is ~e~~nK
authorized to hear and determine any matter, thc mattcr may dIrector
be determincd by thc director of titles at a hcaring upon the
request or consent of the proper master of titles.
(5) A hearing before the director of titles under subsection ~~:~n~f
4 may bc held at the local land titles office or at the office of the
director of titles, regard being had to the circumstances of the

""',.

(6) Notices of a hearing to be held by the director of titles ~t~~~ng
may be served or caused to be served by the director of titles
or by the proper master of ti ties.
(7) Any action or duty authorized or prescribed by this ~l~~trty or
Act to be performed by a prol>er mastcr of titlcs may, in thc ~f'!:'~~br'
absence of Or with thc consent of the propcr mastcr of titles, etc.
.
be performed by thc dircctor of titles, the dcputy dircctor of
titles or by an assistant deputy director of titlcs, if so author~
ized by the director of titles. 1960, c. 56, s. 25 (2).
0.-(1) Thc land titles office for the County of York shall t1::et~(lr
be conducted by an officer to bc callcd the mastcr of titles, who ~onrc:.uct
shall be a barristcr of not less than tcn years standing and who Cmunt y
shall be appointcd by thc Licutenant Govcrnor in Council. 0 co
R.s.O. 1950, c. 197, 5. 4 (1), amClIllell.
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Senior
deputy
maator or

(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint a
person, being a barrister or solicitor of not less than five years
standing, to be the senior deputy of the master of titles, and
the person so appointed shall act under the supervision of the
master of titles or shall act as master of titles in the absence
of the master of titles, and, when acting in the absence of the
master of titles, he has all the powers of the master 01 titles.

Deputy

(3) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint a
deputy of the master of titles and the person so appointed shall
act under the supervision of the master of titles or the senior
deputy master of titles or shall act as master of titles in the
absence of the master of titles and the senior deputy master of
titles, and, when acting in the absence of the master of titles
and the senior deputy master of titles, he has all the powers of
the master of titles.

tltlee

mll$ter or
titles

Death or

r96lgnatlon

o! maeter
or titles

Appoint-

ment or
or master
deputy

or tltlefl
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Sec. 9 (2)

(4) When the master of titles dies or resigns, the senior
deputy master of titles shall act as master of titles until a
master of titles is appointed. 1956, c. 38, s. 1, amended.
10.-(1) In the case of the illness or absence of the master
of titles or of a local master of titles, or for any other cause,
the Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint a person to
act as the deputy pro tempore of the master of titles or local
master of titles, and such deputy, while so acting, has all the
powers of the master of titles or local master of titles for whom
he is appointed deputy.

~~:Ctt,/r?~e

(2) A person may be appointed under this section with
power to act from time to time.

:!u"t~~rltY

(3) III case of the death of the master of titles, the deputy
act until his authority is revoked .or a master of titles is
appointed and assumes the duties of hIS office. R.S.O. 1950,

~~~~~~ni~nt may

to
omoo
made

C. 197,5.

140,a~nded.

or &urvey&

ExamIner

11.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint
an Ontario land surveyor of not less than five years standing
to be the examiner of surveys who shall perform sueh duties
as the director of titles requires in conne<::tion with plans, surveys and descriptions of land under this or any other Act
administered by the director of titles.

AMl,tBnt

(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint one
or more Ontario land surveyors of not less than three years
standing to be assistant examiners of surveys who shall assist
the examiner of surveys in the performance of his duties.

exam/nen

or (lurveY8

Absence,

ete., or

examIner
or surveys

(3) The assistant examiner of surveys who is !-enior in
appointment to office may, in the event of the illness or absence
from office of the examiner of surveys or if the office of

Sec. 16 <I>
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examiner of surveys is vacant, perform all the duties of the
examiner of surveys. 1958, c. 49. 5.2.

12.-(1) Where at the time of the issue of a proclamation ::~~~l'$ or

under section 3 there is a referee of titles under The Quieti1lg ~1:D!cfu
Titles Act residing ill the locality, such referee is ex officio the R.S.D. 1960,
first local master of titles therefor, unless he practises as a o. 340
barrister or solicitor or is a judge of the county court, and he
shall hold the office during the pleasure of the Lieutenant
Governor in Council.
(2) The person appointed may, in the discretion of the S~~~lnO&
Lieutenant Governor in Council, be a judge of a county or
district court, a barrister or a solicitor, whether practising or
not, or a registrar or a deputy local master of titles having
five years practice in a land titles office.
(3) Where a registrar or local mastcr of titles holds office for ~~~~r;~Qn
part of a year, he or his executors or administrators are entitled ~~~muh
to the just proportion of the commutatioll of fees payable
under subsection 6 of section 5. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 153
(1,3,7), amended.

13. The Lieutenant Govcrnor in Council may name one ~~rrtl~.
or more barristers to whom the master of titles may refer the ~~~I~:or
examination of the title, in whole or in part, of any land in t1onsofUtlllO
r~pcct of which an application is made, ilm] the lIIaster of
titles may act upon the opinion of such rderee. R.S.O. 1950,
c.197,s.22.
14. Before the director of titles, the master of titles or a Soounty
local master of titles enters upon the duties of his office, he
shall furnish security in accordance with The Public Officers ~3~P· 1960.
Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 148; 1956, c. 38, s. 13.
15. Every offic~r appointed under this Act, before hc ~~~~ 1~ be
enters upon the duties of his office, shall takc and subscribe taken
an oath of office that he will faithfully and to the best of his
ability perform the duties of his office. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 147 (1, 2), amended.
16.-(1) No officer or clerk appointed under this Act shall ~'~f!t~roooto..
act directly or indirectly as the agent of any corporation, ~o~rt
society or persoll investing moncy and taking securities 011 Inv06ton
land or advise for any fcc or reward, or otherwise, upon titlcs
to land, or practise as a convcyancer or carryon or trnllsact
within the office any busincss or occupation other than his
duties as such officer or clerk or as holdcr of somc other office
under thc Govcrnmcnt of Ontnrio. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s.149(1),ametuied.
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Appllcation

(2) This section applies to every local master of titles, but,
as applied to him and the officers and clerks in his office, the
word "land" means land within the county, city, town or

or 600tloo

LAND TITLES

district for which he is local master of titles.
c.197,s.149(2),
Protection

of officers

(ltc.

seal or
om~

Office
hours

5«. 16 (2)

R.S.O. 1950,

17. No officer appointed under this Act and no person
acting under his authority or under an order of the court or
a rule is liable to any action, suit or proceeding for or in respect
of an act or matter bonafide done or omitted to be done in the
exercise or supposed exercise of the powers conferred by this
Act or of any such order or rule. RS.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 103,
amended.

18. There shall be a seal for every office of land titles.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 134.
19. Except on Saturdays and holidays, when they shall be
closed, land titles offices shall be kept open from 9:30 a.m.
until 4:30 p.m. 1952, c. 49, s. 4, ame114ed.
AUTHORITY OF OFFICERS

,I. llthotlty

and duties
of loonl
ma.~te...
of tltlCll

20. Except where otherwise provided by this Act, every
local master of titles, in respect of land situate within the
territory for which he is appointed, has all the authQrity of
and shall perform all the duties that, in the County of York,
are performed by the master of titles, subject to appeal in the
same manner. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 154.

g~~:1~1~~e

21.-(1) The director of titles or proper mastcr of titles in
an application made to him milY act upon depositions or examinations taken before any of the special examiners appointed by the court, who may administer the requisite Dath to
any person whose deposition or cross-examination the director
of titlcs or proper master of titles has requested such examiner
to take, and any such deposition or examination may be taken
in shorthand, and any viva voce evidence given before the
director of titles or proper master of titles may be taken down
by a sworn shorthand writer if the examining party so desircs.

Dlre<.:tioll8
to e.xamlner

(2) The director of titles or proper master of titles may
name the witnesses to be examined or he may request the
cxaminer to take the cxamination of all witnesses produced
by any named person or of any class of witnesses. R.S.O.
1950, c. 197, s. 137, ammded.

Power to
8ummOll
wltnllll88l1

22.-(1) The director of titles or proper master of titles,
by sumlllons under the seal of his office, may require the at~
tendance of all such persons as he thinks fit in an application

:~':'~~e",

5«:. 23 (2)
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made to him and may in the summons require any person to
produce for inspection any document, deed, instrument or
evidence of title to the production of which the applicant or a
trustee for him is entitled.
(2) He may also, by a like summons, require any person ~r°cJ':.~W~
having the custody of any map, plan or hook made or kept g~g~~~~·tc.
in pursuance of any statute to produce such map, plan or
hook for his inspection.
. upon oat h any person appeanng
. beforc tlon
Enmlna(3) H e may examine
or, oath
him, and he may allow to every person summoned by him
reasonable charges for his attendance.
(4) Any charges allowed by the director of titles or the ~t~~rgEll.
proper master of ti tics under this section shall be deemed to be
charges incurred in or about proceedings for registration of
land and may be dealt with accordingly.

(5) If any person disobeys an order of the director of titles ~b~leIl.Cfl
or proper master of titles made under this section, thc director ororde1'8
of titles or proper master of titlcs may certify such disobedience
to the court, and thereupon such person may be punished by
the court in the same manner as if the order were the order
of the court.
(6) If any person, after the delivery to him of the summons ~no~-~~tend
or of a copy thereof, wilfully neglects or refuses to attend in ~~~::~ to
pursuance of the summons or to produce any map, deed, '1u ... ti~na
instrument, evidence of title, plan, book or other document or
to answer upon oath or otherwise such questiolls as may be
lawfully put to him by the director of titles or proper master of
titles, he is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction is
liable to a fine of not more than $50.
(7) No person shall be required to attend in obedience to ~oe~:~~or
a summons or to produce documents unless the fees and ~MYa.nd
allowances for his attendance in accordance with thc tariff of
the court arc paid or tendered to him. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 138, amended.
23.-(1) Where upon the examination of a title or upon an ~~~o~'i~
application with respect to registered land the director of ~~~t,jJn~~
titles or the proper master of tilles entertains a dou
or court.
or
. . bt as to dlnlct
.uo
any matter of law, he lIlay st'lte a case for the 0pulion of the
court and may name the parties to it, and, where he cnter·
tains a doubt as to any matter of fact, he may direct an issue
to bc tried for the purpose of determining such fact.
(2) The practice and procedure all :lnd incidental to:l case Prnctlco
stated or on an issue directed under this section and the right
to appeal from the judgment or other determill:ltioll thereof
shall be the same as on a special case or on nil issue directed in
all action.

Sec. 23 (3)
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E::refcl8o or

(3) The powers conferred by this section shall not be exercised by a proper master of titles except with the approval of
the director of titles. R.S.O.19S0,c.197,s.90,amended. , '

I>Owers or

Admlnlatn'L-

tlon or

LAND TITLES

24. The proper master of titles, or any officer of the office

oatb.ll

of land titles authorized by him in writing, or any person
~'~i~' 1960, authorized for a like purpose under The Registry Act, may
administer an oath for any of the purposes of this Act. R.S.O.
1950,c.197,s.136.

lnhlbltlnll:

"

r tlc18tered

deallnilll

Terll19, etc.

25.-(1) The court, the director of titles or the proper
master of titles, upon the application of any person interested
made in the prescribed manner in relation to any registered
land or charge, after directing such inquiries, if any, to be
made and notices given and after hearing such persons as the
court, the director of titles or the proper master of titles deems
necessary or expedient, may issue an order or make an entry
inhibiting for a time or until the occurrence of an event to be
named in such order or entry or generally until further order
or entry allY dealing with registered land or with a registered
charge.

(2) The court, or the director of titles or the proper master
of titles of his own accord and without notice, may make an
order or an entry under subsection 1 and may impose any
terms or conditions that are deemed just, and may discharge
the order or callcel the entry, with or without costs, and gen·
erally act in such manner as the justice of the case requires.
1960,c.56,s.16.

PART III
JURISDICTION OF THE COURT

Exercise

"

J ul1sdlctlon

26. Any jurisdiction of the court under this Act may be
exercised by a judge of the court whether sitting in court or in
chambers. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197, s. 3.
27. The court, on any application or in any other matter
or proceeding coming before it under this Act, has the like
authority in respect of costs as it has in any ordinary procccdingwithinitsjurisdiction. R.S.O.1950,e.197,s.120.

Court onler
"".
obeyed

28.-(1) Officers appointed under this Act shall obey the
order of any competent court in rclation to registered land on
being served with the order or a copy thereof. R.S.O. 1950,
c.197,s.121,amended.

Sec. 31 (4)
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(2) Where under an order of the court freehold or leasehold ~~cf~~tratlon
land or a charge is vested in any person, the proper master of ~::l~lrng
titles shall, on due proof of the order, make such entries in the
register as arc necessary to give effect thereto, but, if any
person whose estate is affected by the order is not shown by
the order to be a party to the cause or matter in which the
order was made. the applicant shall furnish such evidence as is
requisite to show that he is bound thereby_ R.S.O. 1950,
c.191,s. 71 (6),amended.

29. Except as provided by subsection 3 of section 162, an

:j~~~r~~m

appeal lies from allY act, order Of decision of the director of mBllter
titles, the master of titles or a local master of titles under this
Act to a judge of the High Court and from him to the Court
of Appeal. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 144; 1956, c. 38, s. 12,
amended.

30. Any person affectcd by an order made under this Act tr~g:"l
by a judge of the High Court may appeal from him to thc Judge
Court of Appeal within the prescribed time and, subject to
the rules, in like manner as in the case of othcr appeals to that
court. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 145.
31.-(1) Where an infant, mentally defective person, ~~:r:J:~,
mentally incompetent person, person of unsound mind, person ~~~~rn or
absent from Canada or person yet unborn is interested in land ?l8&b~Jltr
.III respect 0 ft l
..
Ie '
tit Ie to wh'ICh a questIon
afiSCS, any person ntcreated
interested in the land may apply to the court for a direction
that the opinion of the court to which the case is stated under
this Act shall be conclusively binding on the infant, mentally
defective person, mentally incompetent person, person of unsound mind, person absent from Canada or unborn person.

(2) The court shall hear the allegations of all parties appear- ~o\l';;~J\ot
ing before it and may disapprove altogether or may approve, etated caae
either with or without modification, of the directions of the
director onitles or of the proper master of titles in respect of
any case statcd as to thc titlc of land.
(3) The court may also, if nCCCS5<"l.ry, appoint a guardian i~;;'~~:c
or other person to appcar on behalf of an infant, mcntally de- ~tg,rdlnn
fective person, mentally incompetent person, person of unsound mind, person absent from Canada or unborn person.
(4) The court, if satisfied that the interests of the person ~:~~rl\ljwhore
under disability, absent or unborn will be sufficicntly rcprc· ~~onr~ 01'
sented ill any case, shall make an ordcr declaring that all ~~~~Ilt
persons, with thc exceptions, if any, named in the ordcr, arc
r
to be conclusively bound, and thercupon at! pcrsons, with such
exceptions, arc conclusivcly bound by the decision of the court.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 91, amended.
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~oou~rlri'r

32.-(1) Where an action is instituted for the specific performancc of a contract relating to registered land or a regispertormance tcred charge, the court having cognizance of the action may by

:~~~~~cror

such mode as it deems expedient cause all or any persons who
have registered estates or rights in the land or charge, or have
entered notices, cautions or inhibitions against the same, to
appear in the action and show cause why the contract should
not be specifically performed, and the court may direct that
an order made by the court in the action is binding on such
persons or anyof them.
~c't'l~nIFor
(2) All costs awarded to a person so appearing may, if the
~~~~~ance court so orders, be taxed as between solicitor and client.
R.S.O.I950,c. 197,s. 117.
PART IV
ApPLICATION FOR FIRST REGISTRATION

APPLICANTS
Application

33.-(1) A person entitled for his own benefit at law or in
equity to an estate in fcc simple in land, whether or not subject to encumbrances, or a person cap.:'lble of disposing for his
own benefit by way of sale of an estate in fee simple in land,
whether or not subject to encumbrances, may apply to the
proper master of titles to be registered under this Act or to
have registered in his stead any nominee as owner of the Ia"nd
with an absolute, qualified or possessory title, as the case may
be.
Appllcatlon
(2) A person who has contracted to buy for his own benefit
pUr<lba.ser
an estate in fcc simple in land, whether or not subject to encumbrances, may also apply if the vendor consents to the
application. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 5 (1, 2).
TrU8teee.
(3) A perSOrl holding land on trust for sale and a trustee,
etc.. may
eell by
medium of morgagee or other person having a power of selling land may
regletry or authorize the purchaser to make an application to be registered
may be
tbemselvee as owncr with any title with which an owner is authorized to
reglllteNld
be rcgistered, and may consent to the performance of the
contract being conditional on his being so registered, or such
a person, except a mortgagee, may himseH apply to be registered as owner with the consent of the persons, if any. whose
consent is required to the exercise by the applicant of his trust
or power of s.'\le.
~:~llcatiOn
(4) A mortgagee having a power of selling land may apply
~'~htfilJ';:er to have the mortgagor or other person owning the equity of
or sale
redemption registered as owner with any such title. R.S.O.
1950,c.197,s.6(1,2).
(0'

registration

"
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(5) The Attorney General for Canada or the Attorney ~:'~~~';~I\
General for Ontario may apply in like manner with respect
to the title of the Crown to land, and the practice and procedure upon the application shall be the same as in ordinary
cases. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 5 (3).
34.-(1) Where the operation of this Act has been extended tp~~~~~{:
to a county, city or town, the council of the county, city or i~n~~~
tOWII may p.."1SS a by-law authorizing an application to the towns
proper master of titles that any designated area of land in the
municipality that has been surveyed by an Ontario land surveyor be registered under this Act.

.

(2) For the purpose of an application under subsection I, ~~Il1':~en.t
the municipality shall be deemed to be the agent of the owners
and other persons having an interest in the land designated
in the by~law and it is not necessary to obtain the consent of
such owners and other persons to the application. 1957,

c. 58, s. 6, part.
(3) The costs of and incidental to an application under subsection 1 shall be borne and p,.'lid by the municipality making
the application and the municipa.lity may recover the same
by levy of a special rate of assessment on all parcels included
in the application or in the municipality. t 960, c. 56, s. 22 (2).

Coetll

(4) When an application under subsection 1 is made, the~~~~~~an
director of titles may by direction designate the land men- ~a)l:r
tioned in the application as a subdivision plan area and there- PP
upon the procedures prescribed by subsections 2 to 9 of section
154 apply mutatis muUJ,tldis.

(5) A direction un.der subsection 4 docs not prevent the :;.;'tlf~~~~l~n
registration of further dealings with the land until notice has
been served in accordance with subsection 4 of section 154.

1958,c.49,s.9.
35.-(1) Where land situate in a provisional judicial dis- ~::~~~
trict is granted by letters patent or by order of the Lieutenant ~~;~~yr Itt
Governor in Council, the letters p,."1tent or a certified copy of r:r&.cttlng
the order in council shall be forwarded to the local master of l~nd~trlcle.
. I
r t he d'lstnct
. rort hepurposeo r t hegrantee belllgentero.......
.
__ I or
regletmtlon
ttteso
as the first registered owner of the land, with any necessary
qualifications.
(2) Subsection 1 docs not apply to land covered with the ~l~g;r~ll~
waters of L'lke Huron adjacent to the Great Manitoulin ~an~rc~w~~
Island, Cockburn Island or Fitzwilliam Island, in the District Oreube.l
of Manitoulin, or adjacent to any island that ill whole or ill
part, lies between headland and headland arOUlld such three
islands.
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(3) It is not necessary to issue a notice in respect of a caution or adverse claim that has been lodged if, by the certificate
of the Minister or Deputy Minister of L'lnds and Forests. it

notlce of
cautlon or

Il(lvenle

claim un,......."

LAND TITLES

appears that the claim in respect of which the caution or ad-

verse claim was lodged was considered by the Minister and
disposed of before the issue of the patent, and. if before the
receipt of such a certificate any proceedings have been taken
by a local master of titles in respect of the caution or adverse
claim, he shall thereupon discontinue the proceedings and disallow any objection or claim founded thereon and make such
order as to costs as he deems just. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
,. 160 (1-3).
.
Actlon by
(4) Where there is no contest as to the rights of the parties,
I~I
mlUlter of
the local master of titles may make the requisite entry and
t1t106
issue his certificate, but, in case of a contest, he shall transmit
the papers to the director of titles before registering the patentee as owner, and shall otherwise proceed as provided in section 48. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 160 (4); 1960, c. 56, s. 26 (1),
Wh~
(5) Where the cautioner consents to the rcgistration of the
cautloner
oollll6nta
patentcc, the local mastcr of titles need not issue a notice on
account of the caution. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 160 (5). ,
Reg18tratlon
(6) Notwithstanding subsection 1 of section 42 ' letters
of CroWll.
~=t.s. etc. patent from the Crown demising land or mining rights for a
term of years, or for any greater estate, granted on or after
the 31st day of December, 1887, shall bc deemed to have been
and to be within this section. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 160 (6);
1960, c. 56, ,. 26 (2).
~er':~~lloll
patenteos

Notlce by
master to

Ilherltl'

After what
tlme entrl811
may bo
made In
register
Action of

sborllf

and proper
ffilUlter of
tltl06 after
notlce

36. Where land situate in a provisional judicial district
has been patented by thc Government of Canada, the proper
master of titles has authority to register thc patentee as owner
of the land and may do so without submitting his finding upon
the application to the director of titles for his concurrence.
R.S.O. 1950, c.197, s. 161, amended.
37.-(1) Upon an entry of ownership being made, the proper master of titles, unless the land is free grant or otherwise
exempt from execution, shall, in the prescribed form, notify
the sheriff in whose bailiwick the land lies of the entry of the
patentee as owner.
(2) The notice shall be sent by registered mail and no entry
of any dealing with the land shall be made in the register until
fourteen days after the mailing of the notice, unless proof is
previously made that the land is not liable to any execution.
(3) Upon receipt of the notice, the sheriff shall forthwith
transmit to the proper master of titles a copy of any c.xecution
in his hands affecting the land of the pa.tentcc, and, if within
the fourteen days no copy of an execution against the land of
the patentee is received from the sheriff, the proper master of

5«:.41 (2)
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titles may assume that the land is not subject to any execution
and rimy enter subsequent dealings with the land accordingly,
and as against such entry no claim shall afterwards he sustained in respect or an eXe<::ution against the patentee.
(4) Where the proper master of titles receives from the ~on:?orhere
sheriff a copy of an execution affecting the land, an eutry ~;:i~t~n
thereof shall be made against the land by the proper master
of titles and all dealings with it arc subject to the execution.
R.S.O. 19S0,c. 197,5. 162,amendcd.
38.-(1) Where a patent for land is fonvarded to a proper ~(lgI8trRtlon
of titles under ~tion 35 and it is made to appear to t'"ra:r:~\l
him that the patentee since the date of the patent has transferred the land to some other person, the transferee or, in case
of a further transfer or transfers, the ultimate transferee of the
land shall be entered as the first registered owner and shall be
described as the transferee of the patentee or otherwise
according to the fact.
~aster

(2) Before entering a transferee as first registered owner, ~{~~ene~
the proper master of titles shall require evidence to be pro- executlO:l
duced showing that there is no execution affecting the land.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 163, amended.

TITLES

30. Where an absolute title is required, the applicant or ~h~~:n~
his nominee shall not be registered as owner of the fee simple t~lute
until the title is approved by the director of titles. R.S.O. roqulred
1950, c. 197, s. 8, amended.
40. Where a possessory title only is required, the applicant ~b~,;:nce
essoty
or his nominee may. be registered as owner of the fee simple on
giving such evidence of title and serving such notices, if any, requlrod
?sareprescribed. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s.10.

mr:

41.-(1) Where all the examination of the title it appears tJtaU~~~be
to the proper master of titles that it C"1n be established only roglllterod
for a limited period or subject to certain reservations, the
proper master of titles, Oil the application of the party apply~
ing to be registered, may, by an entry made in the register,
except from the effect of registration :l.llY estate, right or
interest arising before a specified date, or arising under a specified instrument, or otherwise particularly described in the
register.
(2) A title registered subject to such excepted estate, right a~~llnod
or interest shall be called a qualified title.
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Eatate of

(3) The registration of a person as first registered owner
with a Qualified title has the 5.1.mc effect as the registration of
such person with an absolute title except that registration
with a qualified title docs not affect or prejudice the enforcement of any estate, right or interest appearing by the register
to be excepted. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 12 (1-3).

owner
regl8tered
with l\

quallned
title

Regl.8ter or

JeNlohold
land
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42.-(1) A separate register of leasehold land shall be
kept and,
(a) any person who has contracted to buy for his own

benefit leasehold land held under a lease for a !He
or lives, or determinable on a life or lives, or for a
term of years of which at least twenty-one are unex·
pired, or in respect of which the lessee or his assigns
is or are entitled to a renewal term or succession of
terms amounting with the part unexpired of the cur·
rent term to at least twenty-one years, or to are·
newal for a life or lives, whether or not subject to
encumbrances;
(b) any person entitled for his own benefit, at law or in
equity, to leasehold land held under any such lease
whether or not subject to encumbrances; or

(c) any person capable of disposing for his own benefit
by way of sale of leasehold land held under any such
lease whether or not subject to encumbrances,
may apply to the proper master of titles to be registered or to
have registered in his stead any nominee as owner or such
leasehold land, with the addition, where the lease und~r which
the land is helel is derived immediately out of freehold land
and the applicant is able to submit for examination the title
of the lessor, of a declaration of the title of the lessor to grant
the lease under which the land is held, if, in the case of lease·
hold land contracted to be bought, the vendor consents to the
application.
Reillatered

leB.lle

Where lell$e
conto.lne
prohIbItion

(2) Every applicant for registration of leasehold land shall
deposit with the proper master of titles the lease in respect of
which the application is made or, if the lease is proved to the
satisfaction of the proper master of titles to be lost, a copy of
the lease or of a counter(l<'1rt thereof, verified to the satisfaction of the proper master of titles, and such lease or verified
copy is in this Act referred to as the registered lease.

....M'
alienation

(3) Leasehold land held under a lease containing an absolute prohibition against alienation shall not be registered.

Where

(4) Leasehold land held under a lease containing a prohibition against alienation, without the licence of some other
person, shall not be registered until provision is made in the

allenatlon

permItted

by lloenee

Sec. 43 (3)
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prescribed manner for preventing alienation, without such
licence by entry in the register of a restriction to that effect.
(5) Section 33 applies to lea~ehold as well as to freehold ~I:~;o
R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 15,amended.
J::debold

land.

(6) A person may apply for registration of a leasehold f::i.~~~d
interest under this section where the freehold title out of which
his interest is derived is registered under this Act. 1960,
c. 56, s. 2.

. (7) An applicant or his nominee shall not be registered as ~iil:enCil ()(
owner of leasehold land until the title to the land is approved ~~l~lgI1n
by the proper master of titles and, if he applies to be registered
as owner of leasehold land with a declaration of the title of the
lessor to grant the lease under which the land is held, shall not
be registered with the declaration until the lessor, after an
examination of his title by the proper master of titles, is declared to have had an absolute or qualified title to grant the
lease under which the land is held. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 16.

EASEMENTS AND MINING RIGHTS
.

.

Regl.etratlon

43.-(1) The proper master of titles may register the owner Orell$9menta.
mlnlnll
of,
rlght8
(a) any incorporeal hereditament of freehold tenure
enjoyed in gross; or
(b) any mines or minerals where the ownership of the
same has been severed from the ownership of the
land,

in the same manner and with the same incidents in and with
which he is by this Act empowered to register the owner of
land, or as near thereto as circumstances admit.
(2) Where an eas~ment in or over unregistered land is ~/!~~~~~(l~
granted as appurtenant to registered land, the proper master ~:~tnl~~:rl.
of titles, after such examination as he deems necessary, may Nlgl6tered
enter the easement in the register of the dominant land with
a declaration that the title thereto is absolute, qualified or
possessory, or otherwise as the case requires, and shall cause
to be registered in the proper registry division a certificate
of such entry.
(3) Where an easement in or over registered land is granted ~rl!~~~~~1
as appurtenant to unregistered land, the proper master of titles ~~~~ tll(ln~
may issue a certificate setting out the casement and the land unNll'16torod
to which it is appurtenant, which lllay be registerc<l in the
registry division in which the land is situate, and he shall note
on the register that such certificate has bCCll isslled. R.5.0.
1950, c. 197, s. 95,amcllded.
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Notlce or
ea.sement

(4) Where the existence of an casement is proved, the pro·
per master of titles may, if he thinks fit, enter notice thereof
on the register.

LAND TITLES

Sec. 43 (4)

S~lltement of
(5) Where title is shown to an easement appurtenant to'
~~~m~~tteon land being registered, the facts may be stated in the entry
appu~tenallt

etc.

'and certificate of ownership.
amended.

R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,

$.

12 (4, 5),

r;:WCEDURE ON FIRST REGISTRATION
R'!Ullitlonll
l\Il
0 ouarnl-

a~f~on of

44 • "r'h C exammatlOn
..
. Ie 5h a II b e con duc ted·In t he
0 r a tit
prescribed manner, subject to the following:

1. Where notice has been given, sufficient opportunity
shall be afforded to any person desirous of objecting
to come in and state his objections to the proper
master of titles.

2. The proper master of titles has jurisdiction to hear'
and determine any such objections, subject to an
appeal to the court in the prescribed manner and on
the prescribed conditions.
3. If the proper master of titles, upon the examination
of any title, is of opinion that it is open to objection
but is nevertheJess a title the holding under which
will not be disturbed, he may approve of it or may
require the applicant to apply to the court, upon a
statement signed by the proper master of titles, for
its sanction to the registration.
R.S.D. 1960,
0.414

4. It is not necessary to produce any evidenct that by
The Vmdors and Purchasers Act is dispensed with as
between vendor and purchaser or to produce or
account for the originals of registered instruments
unless the proper master of titles otherwise directs.

5. The proper master of titles may receive and act upon
any evidence that is received in court on a question
of title, or any evidence that the practice of convey·
ancers authorizes to be received on an investigation
of a title out of court, or any other evidence, whether
it is or is not receivable or sufficient in point of strict
law, or according to the practice of conveyancers, if
it satisfies him of the truth of the facts intended to
be made out thereby.
6. The proper master of titles may refer to and act upon
not only the evidence adduced before him in the
proceeding in which it is adduced but also any evidence adduced before him in any other proceeding
wherein the facts to which it relates wcre or are in
qucstion.

Sec, 47 (1)
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7. The proper master of titles may also act upon his
own personal knowledge of material facts affecting
the title upon making and filing a report, stating his

knowledge of the particular facts and the
had of obtaining such knowledge.
c. 197, s. 21, amended.

mc..'l.I1S

he

R.S.O. 1950,

45. Where the applicant desires the land to be registered ~~rl~n\
free from the particulars mentioned in paragraphs 1 to 5 of r~~res title
subsection 1 of section 51, or any of them, his application shall
so state, and the investigation shall proceed accordingly.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 24 (1). amended.
46.-(1) Where the applicant desires the land to be rcg- i"potN~fJ~n8
istered free from any public highway, a notice so stating shall ~~r~rnY~ate
be published once a week for two successive weeks in a news- I:i0~~m
paper published in the municipality in which the land lies or, g
y
where there is no such newspaper, in one published in a neighbouring municipality, and the notice shall also be served upon
the Attorney General and upon the head or the clerk of the
council of the municipality in which the land lies.
(2) If the Attorney General or the corporation of the muni- ~~\:'~ gf
cipality or any person objects to the land being so registered, ~~t~'i'IlY In
the Attorney General, corporation or person may in his objection require that the question of the existence of the highway
be tried in the court, and in that case the proper master of
titles shall postpone his finding upon that part of the application until the question is finally determined, and shall give
such directions as he dccms proper in order that an early
adjudiC<'ltion thereon may be had.
(3) Notwithstanding that the Attorney General, corpora- ~:r.t~trect
tion or person objecting has not required the question to be ~~~n Or
tried in the court, the proper master of titles of his own motion
or upon the application of a party may direct that an action be
brought or an issue be tried in the court for the determination
of the question on such terms and conditions as to costs and
otherwise as he deems just.
(4) Pending the final determination of the question, the ~:#J~~~B:lon
proper master o( titles may register the applicant as owner, ~1~t~r~~Ill1
subject to any public highway, and upon the final determina- BUbB,",Ucnt,
, 0 (I
" fI 'It is d etermined in (
f
I
I' vnrntonO,
tlon
t le question,
avour
0 t lC app 1- ontry
cant, the entry and certificate of ownership shall be varied
accordingly. RS.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 24 (2-5), amended.
. Il.l':lllnBt
Cnution
'
47 . -(1) 1\ person Ilavlllg
or c I"
allnlllg sueh
an 'mterest In
unregistered land as entitles him to object to any disposition ~'l~,~~tjon
thereof being made without his consent may apply to the
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proper master of titles for the registration of a caut:on to the
effect that the cautioner is entitled to notice in the prescribed
form, and to be served in the prescribed manner, of any appli-

cation that may be made for the registration of the land.
Ronewal

(2) Every caution under this section shall be renewed before
the expiration of five years from the date of registration of the
caution, otherwise it ceases to have effect.

Unpatented
land

(3) A caution registered under this section in respect of
unpatented land has no validity unless the description con·
tained therein specifics the land in accordance with the de·
scription subsequently contained in the patent or describes
it in such manner that the proper master of titles Inay know
that the description in the caution is intended to affect the
land described in the patent. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 83,
amended.

Cautlonor
entitled to
notlce or

(4) After a caution has been registered in respect of unregistered land and while the caution is in force, registration
shall not be made of the land until notice has been served on
the cautioner to appear and oppose the registration and until
the prescribed time has elapsed after the date of the service
of the notice, or the cautioner has appeared, whichever first
happens. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 85, amended.

Proper

48.-(1) H, upon an application for first registration, the
proper master of titles finds that the applicant or his nominee
is entitled to be registered, he shall sign a memorandum to that
effect at the foot of the application and draft entry and shall
transmit them to the director of titles, with the deeds, evi·
dence and other papers before him and a draft of th<: entry of
ownership proposed to be made.

propoeed
reglatraLlon
or land

mlllltcr Of

mIca to

transmit
appllcatlon
to director
of titles

Where
director
of tltlee

(2) H the director of titles concurs in the memorandum
and the draft entry, he shall endorse his approval thereon and
return the papers transmitted to him, and the pro~r master
of titles Illay thereupon register the applicant or his nominee
as owner.

'\'here

(3) If the director of titles docs not concur in the memorandum and draft entry, he shall communicate his opinion to the
proper master of titles and cause such action to be taken as he
deems c.'l:pcdient and, if his objections are not removed by
explanations or additional evidence, the applicant or his
nominee shall not be registered unless the court on appeal, or
on a case stated for its opinion, otherwise directs.

coneu",

dlredor
of tltlOll

does not
concur

Stay of

procoedilip

(4) H there is a contest upon the decision of the director of
titles, registration shall be delayed for ten days to enable
anyone who so desires to appeal. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 155;
1960, c. 56, s. 23, amellded.
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40. Except as provided in mbsection 4 of section 35, scc- ~;:~~~~1~nto
tion 48 does not apply to applications coming within sections of B. 48
35, 36 and 38, or to applications {or possessory titles, or (or
the registration of leasehold land where the freehold or other
estate out of which the lease is derived is registered land, or
where a declaration of the title of the lessor to grant the lease
is not required. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 156.

00.-(1) Where upon an application for first registration ~~t~r~~!
the director of titles or the proper mastcr of titles requires to iYi:;eFo~r
examine any instrument registered in a registry office. the documents
director of titles or the proper master of titles may request the
registrar of the registry division in which the land lies to transmit any instrument appearing on the abstract or required in
connection with the application that the director of titles or
the proper master of titles desires to examine. 1960, c. 56,
s.24.
(2) The registrar, upon payment of his proper fees, shall ~~tlt~rr
comply with the requcst and shall transmit the instruments
by registered mail or by express and shall send therewith a list
of the instruments transmitted and shall retain a copy of the
list. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 157 (2), amended.
(3) The director of titles or the proper master of titles shall ~b~ment8
return the instruments as soon as practicable by registered returned
mail or by express, sending therewith to the registrar a list of
all the instruments so returned and shall retain a copy of the
list. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 157 (3); 1956, c. 38, s. 14 (2),
amended.
(4) In addition to his usual fee for the production of an ~~t~oMI
instrument, the registrar is entitled to an additional fec of 10 rell:je~rar
cents for each instrument transmitted. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s. 157 (4), amended.
EFFECT OF FIRST REGISTRATION

51.-(1) All registered Innd, unless the contrary is ex- ~I;~t~~<l°r
pressed on the register, is subject to such of the following land to t8
liabilities, rights and interests as for the time being may be :~e~e~~lIjn
oo III re ferenee t Ilereto, an d sue h 1Ja bOlO
I
d other rll:ht8
SU b slstmg
1 ltles, ng ltS an
interests shall not be deemed to be encumbrances within the
meaning of this Act:
0

0

0

0

1. Provincial taxes and succcssion duties and municipal taxes, charges, rates or assessments, and school
or water rates.
2. Any right of way, watercourse, and right of water,
and other easements.
3. Any title or lien that, by possession or improvcmcnts,
the owner or person intercsted in allY adjoining land
has acquired to or in respect of the land.
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4. Any lease or agreement for a leasc, for a period yet
to run that docs not exceed three yc..'lrs, where there
is actual occupation under it.
5. Any right of the wife or husband of the person regis·
tercd as owner to dower or curtesy, as the case may
be, in casc of surviving the owner.
6. A mechanic's lien where the time limited for its
registration has not expired.
7. Any right of expropriation, access or user, Or any
other right, conferred upon or reserved to or vested
in the Crown by or under the authority of any statute
of Canada or Ontario.
8. Any public highway.
cis. (a-h).
RS.O. 1960,
o. 171

R.S.O. lOGO,

c.206

R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 23 (1),

9. Any liabilities, rights and interests cre.:'lted under
section 38 of TIre Highway Improvcmwt Alt. 1953,
c. 54, s. 1.
10. Any by·law heretofore passed under section 30 of
The Plamling Act or a predecessor of that section,
and any other municipal by-law heretofore or hereafter passed, affecting land that docs not directly
arrect the title to land. 1954, c. 43, s. 1, amended.
11. The provisions of The Planning AcJ with
any area of subdivision control, but this
docs not apply to land in n subdivision
under section 154 or in a composite plan
tion155. 1957,c.58,s.1.

respect to
paragraph
plan area
under sec-

~~~:=i~~on

(2) Where a licence under The Crmvn Timber Act has been
or is granted and the land is registered under this Act, the
lloenoos
land shall be deemed to have been and to be subject to the
rights of the licensee or his assigns for the current licence year
under the licence, and to the rights of Her Majesty in the pine
~.S8~: Jrf°' trees under TlJc Public Lands Act, without the fact of the land
being so subject being expressed in the entry in the register
or in the certificate of ownership. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
,.23 (3).
~l~t:e~ upon

EIltato

or

52. The first registration of a person as owner of land, in
this Act referred to as first registered owner with an absolute
absolute title tille, vests in the person so registered an estate in fee simple in
the land, together with all rights, privileges and appurtenances, free from all estntcs and interests whatsoever, including
estates and interests of Her Majesty, that arc within the legislative jurisdiction of Ontario, but subject to the following:
fil'$~regls

~rthd owner

I. The encumbrances. if any, entered on the register.

Sec. 54 '1
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2. The liabilities, rights and interests that arc de<;:larcd
for the purposes of this Act not to be encumbrances,

unless the contrary is expressed on the register.
3. Where the first registered owner is not entitled for his
own benefit to the land registered, then as between
him and any persons claiming under him, any unregistered estates, rights, interests or equities to
which such person may be entitled. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 197, s. 9, amended.

53.-(1) The registration of a perSOll as first registered ~:~~_
owner with a possessory title only does not affect or prejudice ~[t'r
the enforcement of any estate, right or interest adverse to oraory tltl&
in derogation of the title of the first registered owner, and subsisting or capable of arising at the time of registration of such
owner, but otherwise has the same effect as registration of a
person with an absolutc title.

pO:

(2) The registered owner of land with a possessory title only ~~f~~m
may at any time apply to the proper master o( titles to bc ~l~~lt~e or
registered as owner of the land with an absolute or qualified t\'tjlifled
title, but the applicant shall not be so registered until the title 0
is approved by the proper master o( titles in the samc manner
as i( the application were (or first registration with an absolute
or Qualified title.
(3) After the expiration of ten years from the date of reg· tlg~'~~~
i~tration of a person as ~he registered owner with a possessory ~~u~ Or
title only, the then registered
owner of the land may, upon Q..ualltl,"
.
tItle a t~r
payment of the preSCribed fees, apply to the proper master of ton yean
titles to be entered as owner with an absolute or qualified title,
and the proper mastcr of titles may, cither forthwith or after
requiring such evidence to bc furnished and notices to be given
as he deems expedient, register the applicant as owner in fcc
simple with an absOlute title or qualified titlc, subject to such
encumbrances, if any, as the condition of the title requires.
R.$.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 11, amended.

54. The registration of a person as first registered owner of ~i~g~.
leasehold land, with a declaration that the lessor had all ab- ~1r~~h~fJ
solute title to grant the lease under which the land is held,I,and, wlt,h •
. such person t h e Iall(I oompnscc
. \.Il\ t IIe registered lease of..,.,nrtlton
vests III
absolute
relating to the land for all the leasehold cstate thercin de- f~~~~o
scribed with all implied or cxpressed rights, privileges and grtlot 10alle
appurtenances, frec (rom all estates and interests whatsoever,
including estates and interests of Her Majesty, that are within
the legislative jurisdiction of Ontario, but subject to the
following:
1. All implied and express covenants, obligatiolls and
liabilities incident to such leasehold cstate.
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2. The encumbrances, if any, entered all the register.
3. The liabilities, rights and interests that affect the
leasehold estate and that arc by this Act declared
not to be encumbrances in the case of registered
freehold land. unless the contrary is expressed on the
register.
4. Where the first registered owner is not entitled for
his own benefit to the land registered, then as between
himself and any person for whom he holds or claiming under him, any unregistered estates, rights, interests or equities to which such person may be entitled. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 17, amended.
Estll.te or
tlT'8t regls-

55. The registration of a person as first registered owner of
leasehold land, without a declaration of the title of the lessor,
la~dilthyut does not affect or prejudice the enforcement of any estate,
~r t'l'il~: on right or interest affecting or in derogation of the title of the
k~~t It~ll lessor to grant the lease under which the land is held, but,
save as aforesa.id, has the same effect as the registration of a
person as first registered owner of leasehold land with a dcelar·
ation that the lessor had an absolute title to grant the lease
under which the land ishcld. RS.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 18.
~~~~hg~

LesBor may
bll doclared
to hAve A
qualinlXl
tltlll to
grant loaso

56.-(1) Where on the examination of the title of a lessor
by the proper master of titles it appears to him that the title
of the lessor to grant the lease under which the land is held can
be established only for a limited period or subject to certain
reservations, the proper master of titles may, by an entry
made in the register, except from the effect of registration any
estate, right or interest arising before a specified date or arising
under a specified instrument, or otherwise particularly described in the register, and the title of a lessor subject to such
excepted estate, right or interest shall be deemed to he a qualified title.

Erroct or
registratlon

(2) The registration of a person as first registered owner
of leasehold land, with a declaration that the lessor had a qualified title to grant the lease under which the land is held, has
the same effect as the registration of such person with a declaration that the lessor had an absolute title to grant the 1C<"1se
under which the land is held, except that registration with the
declaration of a qualified title does not affect or prejudice the
enforcement of any right or interest appearing by the register
tobeexceptcd. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 19.

No tltlo
byadvt>rae
~~"""ion.
H.S.a. HIGO.

57.-(1) Notwithstanding any provision of this Act, The
L£mita/£ons Ad or any other Act, 110 title to and no right or
interest in land registered under this Act that is adverse to or
in derogation of the title of the registered owner shall be

t'.214
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acquired hereafter or be deemed to have been acquired heretofore by any length of possession or by prescription, but this
section is not binding upon a judge in respect of any order
made by him under section 154. 1958, c. 49, s. 3; 1960, c. 56,
5.3.
(2) This section does not prejudice, as against any person f;!'::~ll'g;:
registered as first owner of land with a possessory title only,
any adverse claim in respect of length of possession of any
other person who was in possession of the land at the time
when the registration of the first owner took place. R.S.O.
1950,c.197,5.28(2).
58.-(1) A certificate by the proper master of titles of the ~.~;& 19&0,
first registration of all owner under this Act shall be registered ~otltOto
in the registry division in which the land is situate, and there· li1:1nde~
after The Registry Act ceases to apply to the land.
t
ct
(2) The certificate, besides describing the land, shall state r()lI~o~~~
the date of the first registration, the number of the parcel and }~/~r:i~fllte
the register in which the land is registered, and the registrar omce 17
shall in his abstract index enter the number of the parcel and
the register as given in the certificate. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s.14.

59.-(1) Where land is registered subject to mortgages ~ua~~t to
existing thereon at the time of the first registration, the mort- ~OU~~~t
gages shall be noted in the register in the same order :'l.S they reglatrnUon
are registered in the registry office, if such mortgages have been
so registered, or the dates of the respective registrations thereof
shall be stated, but this shall not be taken as an affirmation
that such mortgages rank in the order in which they were
registered or in the order in which they are noted.
(2) Abstracts of all instruments dealing with $uch mort- ~t~~rcu"?
gages shall thereafter be entered in the register, and the entry menta
thereof shall be deemed the registration of the instrument, and
the rights of the parties interested or claiming to be interested
in any such mortgage so far as it affects land under this Act
shall, subject to sections 40, 41, 43, 52, 53 and 86 to 89, be de·
cided under the registry law as if the registrations in the office
of land titles had been made under The Registry Act. R.S.O. ~lg 19(0.
1950, c. 197, s. 25, amended.
PART V
ASSURANCE FUND
CONSTITUTION OF FUND, ETC.

60.-(1) An assurance fund shall be formed for the indem. ~:n~rnnce
nity of persons who may be wrongfully deprived of land or
some estate or interest therein by reason of the land being
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brought under this Act, or by reason of some other person
being registered as owner through fraud, Of by reason of a'
misdescription, omission or other error in a certificateo! owner·
ship of land orof a charge Or in an cntry on the register.
Con8tltution
or fund

(2) In order to constitute the Assurance Fund, there is
payable on the first registration under this Act of land with an
nbsolutc or qualified title, in addition to all other fees, a sum
equal to one-fourth of 1 per cent of the value of the land, apart
from the buildings or fixtures thereon, and one·tenth of 1 per
cent of the value of the buildings and fixtures. and, with a
possessory title, one-eighth of 1 per cent of the value of the'
land, apart from the buildings or fixtures thereon, and one·
twentieth of 1 per cent of the value of the buildings and fix·
tures, and, on the application to change a possessory title to an
absolute title, one-eighth of 1 per cent of the value of the land,
apart from the value of the buildings and fixtures thereon, and
one-twentieth of 1 per cent of the value of the buildings and
fixtures, such values to be determined as of the date of the
application.

~1:,nt~rbuuT!on

(3) Where the sum to be paid under subsection 2 does not
amount to$l,theamount payable is $1. R.S.O.1950,c, 197,
5.121(1-3).

Mu!mum

(4) Where an application is made for first registration of a
parcel of unimproved or vacant land and a plan of subdivision
is filed therewith and the amount to be paid on such registration as calculated under subsection 2 exceeds S200, the amount
payable is $200. 1953. c. 54, s. 3.

In certain

Ca$C8

~~ob~o~~~d
and Inv(J6tfld

io°T~~~er

or Ontario

How money
to be
transmitted

(5) Subject to the rulcs, moncys p'l.yable under this section
shall bc p<1.id into court, with the privity of the Accountant
of the Supreme Court, and shall be placed to the credit of an
account entitled "Assurance Fund under The Land Titles
Ad" and. subject to subsection 6, shall be invested from time
to time under the direction of the court, and the interest or
income derived therefrom shall be credited to the same
account.
(6) All moneys paid under this section and in the court at
the credit of the Assurance Fund and all moneys hereafter
payable under this section shall, on his demand, be paid to the
Tre:lsurer of Ontario.
(7) Where the amount to be paid into the Assurance Fund
is Ilot more than $10, no fcc is payable for a direction to the
bank to receive it and, where it is payable in respect of a proceeding before a local master of titles, the person desiring to
pay it may. at his own risk, transmit it by a money order payable to "The Accountant of the Supreme Court at Toronto",
by registered mail addressed to the Accountant, together with
a requisition in the prescribed form.

Sec. 62 (1)
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(8) Subject to the rules, the value of the land shall be aseer- ~ll~~~I'1~
tained by the oath of the applicant unless the proper master of applicant
titlcsdispcnscs therewith.

(9) Subject to the rules, if the oath of the applicant is dis- ~~:t~r mal'
penscd with or if the proper mastcr of titles is not sa.tisficd as valuation
to the correctness of the value stated by the oath of the applicant or of any other person, the proper master of titles may
require the affidavit or certificate in that behalf of a valuator
and the affidavit or certificate is conclusive.
(10) The expense of obtaining such valuation or certificate ~:I~~~~n\lr
as allowed by the proper master of titles shall be paid to the
proper master of titles by the registered owner before any
dealing with the land is registered.
(11) The proper master of titles may rcquirc any applicant ~~r~r\Za
for registration to indcmnify the Assurancc Fund against Joss
by a bond or covenant to Her Majcsty, eithcr with or without
suretics, or by such other security as hc considers expedient.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 127 (4.10), amended.

61.-(1) Where a person taking a transfer or chargc of Ad:~~~~1
land mcntioned in section 64 is of the opinion that a value to ~t1~~~
be dctennined under that section wonld not furnish a fair ftree. etc.
basis for compensation in case of loss, hc may, with the privity
of the proper master of titles, J}<'Y into court to the credit of the
Assurance Fund such further sum as will, with the amount
previously paid into the Assurance Fund in respect of the land,
make up one-fourth of 1 per cent of the value of the land at
the time of making the payment, such value to be determined
by section 60.
(2) Except by special leave of the proper master of titles, ifgn~~dl
no such additional payment shall be made unless it is made ~trh~~tt
within three months after the registration of the transfer or sp(lclnl
charge under which the person claims.
Iea.VB
(3) No such payment affects the valuation of the land where ~~e~t~:rr
the error that gives the right to compensation was committed
before the payment was made.
(4) Where an additional payment is made under this sec. ~~:;'? be
tion, the proper master of titles shall enter a memorandum of ~~~~l~g~
the particulars thereof in the margin of the entry of ownership
and shall in such entry show the total amount that has been
paid into the fund in respect of the land. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 130, amended.

62.-(1) The Treasurer of Ontario, on receipt of thc 1110n. ~~:a~{~~~to
eys paid to him under subsection 6 of section 60, shall issue to :~o~~~"
the ACCoulltant of the Supreme Court ill trust Ontario Gov- from Pund
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crnmcnt stock to an amount equal to the sum so received, and
the stock shall represent the Assurance Fund and be available
for the same purposes.
Conditions
or IfllIue

(2) The stock shall be payable or redeemable at such time
and shall be subject to such conditions as to inscription, registration and transfer as the Lieutenant Governor in Council
deems advisable, and shal1 bear interest at the rate of 2~ per
cent per annum.

Charge on

Consolidated

(3) The stock, together with the interest thereon, shall be
charged upon and paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund.

Payment to

(4) All sums that become payable out of the Assurance
Fund shall, to the extent but not exceeding the amount of
the Assurance Fund, be paid by the Treasurer of Ontario to
the persons entitled thereto out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund on the production of an order of the court or a judge
authorizing or directing the payment to be made, or of a certified copy thereof, and the sums so paid out shall be credited
as payments 011 account of the stock in the hands of the Accountant, and thc amount thcrcof shall be reduced accordingly. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 132.

~~~~lIue
perflOll8

enUtled

CLAIMS AGAINST FUND
Remedy or
person
Wronl,lrully

63.-(1) A person wrongfully deprived of land or of some
estate
or interest thercin, by rcason of the land being brought
or
under this Act or by reason of somc other person being registered as owner through fraud or by reason of any misdescription, omission or other error in a certificatc of ownership or
charge, or in an entry on thc register, is entitled to recover
what is just, by way of compensation or damages, from the
person on whose application the erroncous registration was
made or who acquired the title through the fraud or error.

devt'I ... ...J

land

~~~~~as';,r~

fgr~e~~~h
not !lable

Liability

or

FUlId to
compensate

wrollll;l\IlIy
"'~"
deprl... ed

(2) Subsection 1 does not render liable any purchaser or
mortgagee in good faith for valuable consideration by reason
of the vendo: or mortgagor having becn registered as owner
through fr~\Ud or crror or having derived titlc from or through
a person regiSlcred as owncr through fraud or error, whether
the fraud or error consists in a wrong description of the propcrty or otherwise.

(3) If the person so wrongfully deprived is unablc by such
mcans or otherwise to recover just compensation for his loss,
hc is cntitled to have the compensation p..'lid out of Ihe Assurance Fund, so far as it is sufficient for that purpose having
refercnce to other charges thereon, if the application is made
within six years from thc time of having been so deprived or,
in the casc of a perSOIl undcr the diS<'lbility of infancy, mental
incompetency or unsoundness of mind, within six years from
the date at which the disability ceased.

Sec. 64 (2)
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(4) The liability of the Assurance Fund for compensation coC;;a~ro~-to
and the amount of compensation shall, subject to appeal to a d:termlneo:t
judge of the High Court and frOIll him to the Court of Appeal,
be determined by the Inspector, unless the court or the Inspector on application directs some other way of ascertaining
and determining them.
(5) The costs of the proceedings arc in the discretion of the ~r~~{ng9
court or Inspector, as the case may be.

(6) Any sum paid out of the Assurance Fund may aftcr- ~c: ~'lf
the benefit of the Assurance Fund, be (ttovcrcd by ~~~ped
actIon 111 the name of the Inspector from the person on whose
application the erroneous regislration was made or who acquired the title through the fraud or error or from his estate,
and the Inspector's certificate of the payment out of the
Assurance Fund is sufficient proof of the debt, but, where the
erroneous registration was made or the title acquired by mere
error and without fraud, credit shall be given for any sum that
such person may have paid into the Assurance Fund in respect
of the land.
\\ia~ds, .for

(7) Where a registered disposition would be absolutely void ~r'7~~~~t~on
if unregistered or where the effect of the error would be to deprive a person of land of which he is in possession or in receipt
of the rents and profits, the Inspector may, in the first instance
or after a reference to the court, direct the rectification of the
register and, in case of the rectification, the person suffering
by the rectifica.tion is entitled to the compensation provided
for by this section. R.S.O.1950,c.197,s.128.
64.-(1) Where a person makes a claim upon the Assur- ~r~r~l~~
ance Fund for compensation in respect of land patented as Illnd9
mining land or in respect of laml the chief value of which consists in the ores, mines or minerals therein and it appears that
he is entitled to recover in respect of the land or of some interest therein, in dcternlining the amount of compensation to be
paid to him the entire valuc of the land shall not be taken at a
greater sum than 800 times the amount of the fecs paid iuto
the Assurancc Fund in respect of the land, either in thc first
instance or under section 61.

(2) \¥here stich fecs or some (k'lrt of them wcrc paid into the ~~~l:'rtlo~
Assurance Fund in respect of other land in addition to that for pro rill"
which a claim is so made without it appearing what amoullt
was paid in respect of the particular parcel of land with refercnce to which the claim is made, the fces so paid, or the portion
thereof as to which the fact Tllay not appear to be otherwise,
shall be deemed to have been paid pro rata in accordance wilh
the acreage or other superficial content of the whole parcel or
of the various p<,rcels in respect of which the fees were paid.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 129.
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6lS.-(1} No person is entitled to recover out of the Assurance Fund any compensation,
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(a) where the claim is founded upon a right ~xisting at
the time of the first registration of the land and the
state of the title of the land at that time was such
that the person who was first registered, or the person
on whose nomination or authorization the registration was made, by a duly registered conveyance could
have conferred, as against the claimant, a valid title
to a purchaser in good faith for valuable consideration without notice of any defect in the title, and no
sufficient caution had been registered and was in
force when the application for first registration was
made or a patent was forwarded for registration and
the proper master of titles had not actual notice of
the defect prior to the first registration;
,
(b) where the claimant, by direction of the proper master
of titles or in accordance with the practice of his
office, had been scrved with a notice of the proceed·
ings being had in that office, whether such proceedings were prior or subsequent to first registration,
and failed to appear in accordance with the requirements of the notice or if the proper master of titles
had adjudicated against him and he had failed to
prorecute successfullY an appeal against the decision
of the proper master of titles; or

(c) where the claimant has caused or substantially COlltributed to the loss by his act, neglect or default, and
the omission to register a sufficient cauti<)n, notice,
inhibition or restriction to protect a mortgage by
deposit or other equitable interest or any unregistered right, or other equitable interest or any unreg·
istercd interest or equity created under section 76 or
otherwise shall be deemed neglect within the meaning
of this c1ausc. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 131 (I),
amended.
(2) In this section, "claimant" includes the person actually
making the claim and any person through whom he claims
who he alleges was wrongfully deprived of land or of some
estate or interest therein. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 131 (2).

PART VI
PART OWNERS

Registration

of part
ownerll

66.-(1) Any two or more persons entitled cOrIcurrentJy
or successively, or J}<'\rtly in one mode and partly in another,
to such estates, rights or interests in land as together make up

Sec. 68 (4)
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such an estate as would, if vested in one person, entitle him to
be registered as owner of the land may, subject to the rules
respecting the number of persons to be registered in respect
of the same land, apply to the proper master of titles to be
registered as joint owners in t:,c same manner and with the
same incidents, so far as circumstances admit. in and with
which it is in this Act declared that an individnal owner may
be registered.

(2) \Vhcrc several persons afC so registered as owners, the Entry
entry may, if the parties so desire, define the estates, rights
and interests, other than trust estates, rights and interests, to
which the owners arc respectively entitled, and such entry
may be made either upon first registration or slibseqllClllly in
case the estates, rights or interests so arise. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 1 (1, 2).

07.-(1) No person shall be registered as owner of an ~~~~Ided
undivided share in freehold or leasehold land or of a charge
apart from the other share or shares.
(2)' The share of each owner may be stated and, whcre the ~~~r~w~cr
extent of his interest appears on the register or by the state·
ment of his co·owncr, he may transfer or charge his share or
he may without such statement transfer his share to his co·
owner. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197, s. 98.

08.-(1) A notice of an express, implied or constructive ?;n~:t:n'{~:cd
trust shall not be entered 011 the register or rcceived for regis·
tration.
(2) Describing the owner of freehold or leasehold land or of ;}~~r:II~~lon
a cha~ge a~ a trustec, .whethcr the beneficiary or object of ~he ~U:teo
trust IS or IS not mcntlOned, shaH be deemed not to be a notice
of a trust within the meaning of this section, nor shall such
description impose ~pon any person dcaling with thc owncr
the duty of making any inquiry as to thc power of the owncr
in respect of the land or charge or the money secured by thc
charge, or othcrwisc, but, subject to the registration of any
caution or inhibition, thc owner may deal with thc land or
charge as if such dcscription had not becn inscrted.
(3) Whcre two or lllorc owners arc described as trustecs, a>';:r~ti'C<l
the property shall be held to bc vested ill them as joint tcnallts ~ b~uf~f,~
unless the COil trary is expressly staled.
tonUllt8
(4) Nothiug ill this section prcvents the registration of a 8:J,,,lnll"
charge givcn for thc purpose of sccllring bonds or debentures
of a corporation, but thc registration of such a chargc is nOl
a guarantee that the proccedings lleccssary to rcndcr the chargc
valid have been duly taken. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 97,
amended.
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69. Any pcrso!1 regislered in the place of a deceased owner
or to whom a p.'llCnl is issued as executor or administrator or
in any representative capacity shall hold the land or charge, in
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respect of which he is registered, upon the trusts and for the

..

~~~=

purposes to which the same is applicable by law and subject to
any unregistered estates. rights. interests or equities subject
to which the deceased owner held the same, but othern-ise in
all respects, and in particular as respects any registered dealings with such land or charge, he shall be in the same position
as i£ he had taken the land or charge under a translCT for a
valuable consideration. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 59.

351

70. Where registered land is transferred to trustees under
The Religious Institl/tions Act, the trustees shall be registered
as owncrs in the usual man ncr and by thcir corporate name
without setting out the purposes or trusts on which the land
is held. RS.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 40, ame"ded.

l\larrlod
woman
deemod

71. A married woman shall for the purposes of this Act
be deemed afeme sole. RS.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 105, part.

:~;aln

72.-(1} Upon the registration of two or more persons as
owners of the same land or of the same charge, an entry may,
with their consent, be made on the register to the effcct that,
when the number of such owners is reduced below a certain
specified number, no registered disposition of the land or
chargc shall be made except under the order of the C'lurt.

to

rtg~. 1960.

c.

Inn.

80'.

<:ertaln cMeII

No ....r-

vlvO<1ohlp

{2} In such a case, the words "No Survivorship" in the
entry mean that, if anyone of the owners should die, no regis·
tered disposition of the land or charge shall be made except
under order of the court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 99 (2, 3).

PART VII
SUBSEQUENT REGISTRATIONS
GENERAl_
nll[llt of

trnnerOrfl,..
,,'
charll:_ to

nlalAtrutlon

73. Every transfer or charge signed by a rcgistered owner,
or others claiming by transfer through or under him, purport·
ing to transfcr or charge freehold or leasehold land, or an in·
terest therein, cap."\ble of being registered, or purporting to
transfer a chargc, shall, until cut out by a conflicting rcgistra·
lioll, con(cr Upoll the person intended to take under the trans-(er or charge a right to be registered as the owner of the land
or charge and, where a person applies to be registered under this
section, the proper master of titles m:ty, either forthwith or

Sec. 78
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after requiring such notices to be given as he dccms expedient,
register the applicant as owner, subject to such encumbrances,
if any, as the condition of the title requires, notwithstanding
that the transfer or charge has been executed or bears date
prior to the entry of the transferor or chargor as the owner of
the land or charge. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 71 (1).
74.-(1) No person, other than the registered owner. is ~n~\lllle$
entitled to transfer or charge registered freehold or leasehold r:~~$tered
I.and by a registered disposition.
(2) Subject to the maintenallce of the estate and right of ~~~~~tered
the registered owner. a persoll having a sufficient estate or etc.
interest in the land may create estates, rights, interests and
equities in the same manner as he might do if the land were
not registered. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 70 (1, 2), amended.

75.-(1) A person may, under a power of attorney, author- rt~~:~e'1
ize another person to act for him in respect of any land or authorlzlld
interest therein under this Act.
(2) A power of attorney or a certified copy thereof may be ROglstratlon
registered in the prescribed rnan:ler.
(3) No registered power of attorney shall be deemed to be Revocntion
revoked until a revocation thereof is registered or evidence is
filed with the proper master of titles showing that it is 110
longer in force. 1960, c. 56, s. 13.

76. Any person entitled to or interested in any unregistered ~r~t~tlo"
estates, rights, interests or equities in registered land may pro- r8f~~red
tcct the same from being impaired by any act of the registered etI
owner by entering on the register such notices, cautions, inhibitions or other restrictions as are authorized by this Act
or by the director of titles. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 70 (3);
1960,c.56,s.12.
.
77. No person, other than the parties thereto, shall be ~f~t18~~red
deemed to have any notice of the contents of any instruments, Instrum8~t8
other than tJlOse mentioned in the existing register of title of
the parcel of land or that have been duly entered in the books
of the office kept for the entry of instruments received or are
in coursc of entry. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s.82.
78.-(1) Where a person who, if not under disability, ~~~~~
might have made an application, given conscnt, or dOlle an ~r~b)1l1
act, or been party to a proceeding under this Act is an il1fant,
Y
a mentally defective person or a mentally incompetent perSOll,
the guardian of the infant or COlllmittee of the estate of the
mentally defective pcrson or mentally incompetent perSOLl
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may make such application, give such consent, do such act or
by party to such proceeding as such person if free from disability might have made, given, done or been party to, and
shall otherwise represent such person for the purposes of this
Act.
Idem

(2) Where the infant has no guardian or the mentally defective person or mentally incompetent person has no com·
mittee of his estate or if a person yet unborn is interested, the
Official Guardian shall act with like power or the proper master
of titles may appoint a person with like power to act for the
infant, mentally defective person, mentally inoompetent
person or person yet unborn. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 106.

or_to
director or

$ubm!alJloD

79. Where, on an application for the registration of an
instrumcnt after first registration or for the registration of a
transmission, the local mastcr of titles is unable to come to a
clear conclusion as to the action that he should take, he shall
dclay making the required entry until he has stated the facts
to the dircctor of tilles for his opinion, and in submitting the
casc the local master of titles shall state his own view and his
reasons therefor. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 158; 1956, c. 38,
s.15,amended.

Time or
receipt to

80.-(1) The day, hour and minute of the receipt of each
instrument presented for registration and of each copy of a
""Tit or lien received under section 145 shall be noted thereon
by the officer or clerk receiving the instrument or copy. 1960,
c. 56, s. II, part, amemkd.

tlllN
where local
mlUlter In
doubt

be Ilot.ed

Order or
rectetraUon

(2) Subjcct to the rules, an instrument received for registration shall be registered in the order of time in which it is so
received, unless before registration is completed it is withdrawn or the proper master of titles decides that it contains
a malerinl error, omission or deficiency or that there is evidence tacking that he deems requisite or declines registration
for any other reason, and notifies the pa.rties or their solicitors
accordingly within twenty-one days after being so reccived
and nllows n period of time not less than seven nnd not more
than thirty days from the datc of such notification for correction of the error, omission or deficiency or for furnishing evidence and, wilen the error, omission or deficiency is corrected
or evidencc fUrilished within the time allowed, the instrument
has priority as if it had been correct in the first instance, but,
if the error, ommission or deficiency is not corrected or if evidence is not furnished within the time allowed or if the person
desiring registration fails to appe.'11 successfully from the decision, the proper master of titles may proceed with other
registrations affecting the land as if the instrument had not
been presented for registration, and the proper master of
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titles shall be deemed not to be affected with notice of the contents of the instrument. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 39 (2), part;
1960, c. 56, s. 11, part, redrafted.
(3) Registration of an instrument is complete when the ~~~rrntlon
entry in the proper register and particulars of registration complete
thereof on the instrument arc signed by the proper master of
titles, his deputy or a signing officer, and the time of receipt
of the instrument shall be deemed to be the time of its registration.

(4) When registered, an instrument shall be deemed to be ~~~t,.:~on
embodied in the register and to be effective according to its
nature and intent. and to create, transfer, charge or discharge,
as the case requires. the land or estate or interest therein
mentioned in the register.
(5) Subject to any entry to the contrary in the register and Priorlth"
subject to this Act, instruments registered ill rcspIXt of or
affecting the same estate or interest ill the same parcel of registered land as between themselves rank according to the order
in which they are entered in the register and not according to
the order in which they were created, and, notwithstanding
any express, implied or constructive notice, are entitled to
priority according to the time of registration. 1960, c. 56,
s. 11, part.
(6) Upon registration of an instrument in the prescribed ~~f~i·e
form, the rights of priority acquired by registration may be ~g~(!r~
postponed to rights acquired or claimed under another regis- g
tered instrument. 1960, c. 56, s. 7.

81. Notwithstanding any statute or rule of law, a charge g~~f~and
or transfer of registered land may be duly made by an instru- ~:aeb~th_
ment not under seal and, if so made, the instrument and every out Mlal
agreement, stipulation and condition therein has the 5."1l11C
elTIXt for all purposes as if made under seal. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 197, s. 104, amended.
82. The proper master of titles may enter as owner of free- ~k~:ni~lon
hold or leasehold land or of a charge any person who is entitled
to the land or charge through the death of the owner, although
the deceased had lIot been registered as owner, or any person
who is entitled by virtue of the exercise of a power conferred
by a statute, will, deed or other instrulllcnt, whether the person
so entitled claims dirIXtly from the deceased or dirIXt!y under
the powcr, or through any other person entitled by virtue of thc
death or powcr or through a succession of transfers or transmissions. R.S.O.1950,c.197,s. 71 (5),amem1ed.
83. An instrument cxccuted by a registered owncr or a ~=~~
cntitled lO be registered as owner, whcn prescllted for r~t~~le
registration, shall be accompanied by an affidavit :-IS to the
persall
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execution by, and the identity and age of, the owner Or person
so entitled or such evidence as the proper master of titles re·
quires. 1960, c. 56, s. 4, part.
neglstra..
tlon or

lnstrumenta
1I0t In
rl'CllCrlbed

;.~;;o. lOCO.

c.348

84. Where an instrument made in accordance with the
forms in usc or sufficient to pass an estate or interest in land
under The Registry Act deals with land under this Act, the
proper Illaster of titles may, in his discretion, register it under
this Act and, when so registered, it has the same effect as if
made in the prescribed form. 1960, c. 56. s. 4, pare.
TRANSFERS

Transfer

of land

nClI'leterlllg

trallsforoo
owner

B8

&tato or
transforee
for valuable
consldera.
tlon of land
with abllo.

lute tltle

85.-(1) A registered owner may transfer land or any part
thereof in the prescribed manner.
(2) The transfer shall be completed by the proper master
of titles entering on the register the transferee as owner of the
land transferred, and the transferor shall be deemed to remain
owner of the land until the registration of the transfer has been
completed in accordance with this Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 37 (1,2), amended.
86. A transfer for valuable consideration of land registered
with an absolute title, when registered, confers on the trans~
feree an estate in fcc simple in the land transferred, together
with all rights, privileges and appurtenances, subject to,
(a) the encumbrances, if any, entered or noted on the
register; and
(b) the liabilities, rights and interests, if any, as arc
declared for the purposes of the Act not to be en~
cumbrances, unless the contrary is expressed on the
register,
and as to such rights, privileges and appurtenances, subject
also to any qualifications, limitation or encumbrance to which
the same arc expressed to be subject in the register. or where
such rights, privileges and appurtenances are 1I0t registered,
then subject to any qualification, limitation or encumbrance
to which the 5<'ll1le are subject at the time of the transfer. but
free from all estates and interests whatsoever, including estates
and interests of Her Majesty, that arc within the legislative
jurisdiction of Ontario. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 41, amended.

Estate or

trallllrOf(lO

for valuable

coneldora,_

tion of land
with !luaU.

ned tltle

87. A transfer for valuable consideration of land registered
with a qualified title, when registered, has the same effect as
a transfer for valuable consideration of the same land regis~
tered with an absolute title, except that such transfer docs not
affect or prejudice the enforcement of allY right or interest
appearing by the register to be excepted. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197.
s.42.
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88. A transfer for valuable consideration of land registered f~~~i~~
with a possessory title docs not affect or prejudice
the cnforcc- COM
ror v,',luable
•
era_
ment of any right or interest adverse toor In derogation of the tl?'h or land
title of the first registered owner, and subsisting, or capable of ~O~y
arising, at the time of the first registration, but otherwise. ItJo
when registered, has the same effect as a transfer for valuable
consideration of the same land registered with an absolute
title. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 43.
89. A transfer of registered land, made without valuable ~gf~~ta%
consideration, is subject, so far as the transferee is concerned, ~?lt:r~rMl
to any unregistered estates, rights, interests or equities subject
II
to which the transferor held the same, but otherwise, when
registered, in all respects, and in particular as respects allY
registered dealings on the part of the transferee, has the same
effect as a transfer of the same land for valuable consideration.
R.S.O.1950,c. 197,s. 44.

90. A purchaser for valuable consideration when registered ro~~~~:'ri'ot
is not affected by the omission to send any notice directed to ~~~n\~
be given by this Act, or by the non-receipt thereof. R.S.O. selld noUC<llI
1950,c. 197, s. 116.
91.-(1) A transfer expressed to be given to such uses as To~~er
the transferee appoints by transfer or by charge or by will and
in default of appointlllcnt to thc tran~fcrcc absolutely may be
registered, and, for the purposes of this Act, the wife of the
transferee is not entitled to dower in the land except in default
of appointment. 1958, c. 49, s. 4.

(2) An appointment by way of charge given by a transferee ~~e~~ ~ot
to uses shall be deemed not to be an exercise of the power of Bppointlllen~
appointment for the purposes of this Act. 1960, c. 56, s. 8.
CHARGES AND ENCUMBRANCES

92.-(1) A registered owner may in the prescribed manner ~h~~~n or
charge the land with the payment at an appointed time of any
principal sum of money either with or without interest or as
security for any other purpose and with or without a power
of sale.
(2) The charge shall be completed by the proper master of ~h~~~g~:£w
titles entering on the register the person in whose favour thc
charge is made as the owner of the charge, stating the amount
or the principa.l sum that tlte charge secures, with the rate of
interest and the periods of payment, or the other purposes for
which the charge is given. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 29 (1, 2).
(3) The charge, whcn registered, confers UpOIl the charg-cc ~hr;;~~ ~hon
a charge upon the interest of the chargor as rtppearing in the Nlgisterod
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register subject to the encumbrances and qualifications to
which his interest is subject, but free from any unregistered
interests in the land. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 29 (4).
Wbere
ad"anee.
under
~I:lttered
.,batll:e to

priority
""
over

aubaequent
ebaree.

::.ned ~~~
rel~tered.

:-~n_a~le

authu"u-

Uon or

pattie.

(4) A registered charge is, as against the chargor, his heirs.
executors, adrr.inistratoTS. assigns and every other person
claiming by, through or under him, a security upon the land
thereby charged to the extent of the money or money's worth
actually advanced or supplied under the charge, not exceeding
the amount for which the charge is ~xprcssed to be a security,
notwithstanding that the money or money's worth, or some
part thereof, was advanced or supplied after the registration
of a transfer, charge or other instrument affecting the land
charged, executed by the chargar, his heirs, exccutOri or ad·
ministrators and registered subsequently to the first-mentioned
charge, unless, before advancing or supplying the money or
money's worth, the registered owner of the first-mentioned
charge had actual nolice of the execution and registration of
such transfer, charge or other instrument, and the registration
of such transfer, charge or other instrument after the registration of the first-mentioned charge does not constitute actual
notice.
(5) An instrument in the nature of a deed of trust aocl mortgage that provides for the issuance of bonds ordebcntures may,
upon the authorization of the parties thereto or their solicitors,
.
be rcglstcrcd 83 8 charge upon the land!! of the grantor, and the
- t he register
'
" I sum
entry III
s hll
a state t he aggregate pnnclpa
and the rate of interest of such bonds or debentures.

What to be
lnduded. In

(6) The authorization mentioned in subsection 5 shall
identify the lands to be charged in each land titles office and
state the aggregate principal sum and interest rate of the bonds
or debentures mentioned in that subsection.

Conaent or
ehar/too to
aubAcquent
deallnaa

(7) Until a charge registered under subsection 5 has been
discharged, no transfer or charge of the lands shall be subscQuently registered without the written consent of the
chargee.

Certlfteate

(8) A certificate of a charge registered under suhs(:ction 5
may be granted as in the case of other charges.

C_Mlon

(9) A charge registered under subsection 5 may be discharged by a cessation in the prescribed form. 1960, c. 56, s. S.

Implied

1>3.-(1) Where a registered charge of freehold land is created, there shall be implied on the part of the registered owner
of the land at thc timc of the creation of the chargc, his heirs,
cxecutors, administrators and successors, unless there is an
entry on the register negativing the implication, covenants
with the registered owner for the time being of the charge,

the autboriutlon

<:ovenant
to pay
chara:ea

5«:. 94 (b)
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(a) to pay the principal sum charged and interest, if

any, thereon at the appointed time and rate, and all
taxes, rates, charges, rents, statute labour or other

impositions theretofore or thereafter imposed or
charged on the land, and that, in case of default, all
payments made by the owner of the charge may be
added to the principal sum and bear interest; and
(b) if the principal sum

Or any part thereof is unpaid at
the appointed time, to pay interest half-yearly at the
appointed ratc on SO much of the principal sum as for
the time being remains unpaid.

(2) Where a charge, whether or not under seal, is expressed ~b"e~I..n
to be made in pursuance of The Short Forms of Mortgages Act, c~~~~~
or refers thereto, and contains any form of words numbered Co made
.
undcr
1,2,3,7,8,12,14, 1Sor 16m Column OneofScheduleB to that RS.O. 1960.
Act, whether expressed in the first or third person, such words c.874
have the same meaning and effect as the words under the corresponding number in Column Two of.that Schedule, and the
provisions of that Act apply tothe charge.

(3) Where in a charge made in pursuance of The Short ~~~:;oo may
Forms of Mortg~ges:tel there is insert~d the provision tha~ ~he ~~~~~~no~or
chargee may distrain for arrears of Interest, such prOViSion Intcrost
confers upon the chargee the same right of distress as would
bt: conft:lTcu UJXJlI a lIlortg:ag:t:t:of land not under the provisions
of this Act. R.S.O.19S0,c.197,s.30,amended.

94. Where a registered charge of leasehold land is created, ~r:,I~~ta
there shall be implied o~ the part of the registered owner of t~e ~~ f~~\"old8
leasehold land at the tllne of the creation of the charge, Ius
heirs, executors, administrators and successors, unless there
in an entry on the register negativing the implication, covenants with the registered owner for the time being of the
charge,
.
(a) that the registered owner of the leasehold land, at

the time of the creation of the charge, his executors,
administrators or assigns will pay, perform and observe the rent, covenants and conditions by and in
the registered lease reserved and contained, and on
the part of the lessee to be paid, performed and observed; and
(b)

will keep the owner of the charge, his executors, administrators and assigns indemnified against all
actions, suits, e.xpenses and claims 011 account of the
non-payment of such rent, or any part thereof, or the
breach of such covenants or conditions or anyof them.
R.S.O. 19S0,c. 197,s. 31.
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95. Subject to an entry to the contrary on the register, the
registered owner of a registered charge. for the purpose of ob·
taining satisfaction of any money due to him under the charge.
at any time during the continuance of the charge, may enter
upon the land charged, or any part thereof. or into the receipt
of the rents and profits thereof, subject nevertheless to the
right of any person appearing on the register to be prior encumbrancer, and to the liability attached to a mortgagee in
possession. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 32.
96. Subject to an entry to the contrary on the register, the
registered owner of a registered charge may enforce it by foreclosure or sale in the same iUanner and under the same circum·
stances in and under which he might enforce it if the land had
been transferred to him by way of mortgage, subject to a
proviso for redemption. R.5.0. 1950, c. 197, s. 33.

07.-(1) Subject to the rules and to an entry to the contraryon the register, the registered owner of a registered charge
that contains a power of sale, upon production of evidence
satisfactory to the proper master of titles, may sell and transfer
the interest in the land or any part thereof that is the subject of
the charge in O!.ccordance with the terms of the power in the
same manner as if he were the registered owner of the land to
the extent of such interest therein.
(2) Subject to an order of the court, a copy of which has
been served on the proper master of titles, upon the registra·
tion of a transfer under subsection I and upon satisfactory
evidence being produced of the service of notice of the intended
exercise of the power on every person appearing by the register
or by the index of e.xocutions to have an interest in the land
subsequent to that of the chargee, the proper master of titles
may delete from the register the entry of an instrument or
writ appearing to rank subsequent to the charge under which
the land is sold, and thereupon the interest of every person
claiming under such subsequent instrument ceases to affect
the land. 1960,c. 56, s. 6.

08. No person, other than the registered owner of a registered charge, is entitled to register a transfer of the charge,
but, subject to the maintenance of the right of such owner,
unregistered interest& in a registcred charge may be cre.:1.ted ill
the samc manner and with the same incidcnts, so far as the
difference of the subject-matter admits, in and with which
unregistered estates alld interests may be created in registered
land. R.S.O.1950,c.197,s.70(4).
90.-(1) The registered owner of a registered charge may.
in the prescribed manner, transIer the charge to another person as owner.
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(2) The transfer shall be co:nplcted by the proper master of ~:ri';,'1.~~~d
tides entering on the register the transferee as owner of the ~lgl~~:~Y on
charge transferred.
(3) The transfer, when registered, confers upon the trans- ~Z~~Q{lon
(cree the ownership of the charge free from any unregistered oftranUer
interests therein, and the transfer of part of the sum secured
by a charge confers upon the transferee the ownership of such
part free from any unregistered interests therein.
(4) Every transfer of a charge is subject to the state of ~1I~:~';'~lI:d
account upon the charge between the chargor and the chargee. char&,סס
(5) The proper master of titles shall, if required, deliver to ~/1:{.~~1
the transferee a certificate of charge.
ccrtlflCl\te
(6) The transferor shall be deemed to remain owner of the r::~~or
charge ulIt.il registration ~f th~ transfer of charge has been '::g~{r;B~~
completed III accordance wIth tlus Act.
(7) The registered owner of registered charge may transfer J::{u:.~e~ or
a part of the sum secured by the charge, and the part so trans- charge
ferred ll1:l.y be given priority over the remaining part, or may
be deferred or may continue to rank equally with it as is
stated in the transfer. R.S.D. 1950, c. 197, s. 53, amended.

a

100.-(1) The proper master of titles shall, on the requisi. ~n~t1on of
tion of the registered owner of land and on due proof of the cumbmnoo
satisfaction of a charge thereon, or may, on the requisition of
tbe registeretl OWlicr of a registen:u charge or of his personal
representative or on his certificate of the satisfaction thereof,
note on the register in the prescribed manner the cessation of
the charge, and thereupon the charge ceases.
(2) The proper master of titles may in like manner and with ~1,I~~~r:~ees
the like effcct note the cessation of any other encumbrance.
(3) On the requisition or certificate of the registered owner =:rton
of a registered charge or of the personal representative of such or charlie
owner authorizing .or certifying the discharge of any part of
the land therefrom or the discharge of any part of the money
thereby secured, the proper master of titles may note 011 the
register the discharge of such land from the charge or the discharge of such part of the money, and thereupon the charge
ceases as to the land or money discharged.
(4) The death of the perSOll who signed the requisition or ~~~~ or
certific..,te does not revoke Or otherwise affect the discharge. tgr~~tfon
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 36, amended.
or chnrgo
101.-(1) Where upon the first registration of land 1I0lice ~~~:r.l~i~
of an encumbrance affcctilw... the land has beell entered 011 the ~l$Ch
... r,o of
dlregister, the proper master of titles, Oil proof to his s<'\tisfactioll cl,I..ml>m~c!,
b
OtiC
f I d ·ISC harge 0f
the enClllll
rance,i
sha I note .111 t IIe prc- ox
nrstUng a.
·
1 cessatlOll
. 0 f tIe
1 encullI- rogI8~m:lon
scn·bC(1 manner Oll t1
Ie register
tIe
brance and thereupon the encumbrance ceases.
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(2) On the requisition or certificate of a mortgagee whose
mortgage was entered on the register on the first registration
of the land or the registered assignee thereof or of the personal
representative of such mortgagee or assignee. authorizing or
certifying the discharge of the whole or a part of the land therefrom, or the discharge of the whole or a part of the money
thereby secured, the proper master of titles may note on the
register the discharge of the land from the mortgage or the
discharge of the part of the money. and thereupon the en·
cumbrance ceases as to the land or money discharged.

dla<:barrce

on reQulsl_
tlon Qr
mort. . . .
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(3) The death of the person who signed the requisition or
,lemn.
certificate
docs not revoke or otherwise affect it. R.S.O.
requlaltlo.ll.
1950, c. 197, s. 26, anu"ded.
~raneellBtlOn
ire~hanlo'l
1\.8.0. 1960.
c.2SS

102. Where it appears to the satisfaction of the proper
master of titles that a lien under The Mechanics' Lien Act has
ceased to exist, he may make an entry in the register cancelling
the claim, and thereupon the claim ceases to affect the land.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 69, amended.
LEASEIIOLD INTERESTS

103.-(1) A registered owner of leasehold land may, in the
prescribed manner, transfer the whole of his est:1te in the land
or in a part thereof.
Tnnal'eror

deemed

owner until
rel'letf1l,Uon

(2) The transfer shall be completed by the proper master of
titles entering on the register the transferee as owner of the
leasehold land transferred and, until the registration of the
transfer has been complcted in accordance with this Act, the
transferor shall be deemed to remain owner. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 197, s. 47 (1, 2), amended.

Eltate or
narllrefl

104. A transfer for valuable considcration of leasehold
land registered with a declaration that the lessor had an air
solute title to grant the lease under which the land is held,
whcn registered, vcsts in the transferee the land transfered for
deoleratlon
or absolute all the leasehold estate described in the registered lease relatUtle or
ing to such land and then unexpired, with all implied or exI_or
pressed rights, privileges and appurtenances, free from all
estates and interests whatsoever, including any estates and
interests of Her Majesty, that are within the legislative jurisdiction of Ontario, but subject to the following:
t ....

rOf' valuable
oonlldera·
tlon or
I_hold
land with a

1. All implied and express covenants, obligations and
liabilities incident to such estate.

2. The encumbrances, if any, entered or noted on the
register.
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3. The liabilities, rights and interests as affect the leasehold estate and arc by this Act declared for the purposes of the Act not to be encumbrances in the case
of registered freehold land unless the contrary is expressed on the register. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197. s. 48,
amended.

105. A transfer for valuable consideration of leasehold ~t:;;:,~
land, registered without a declaration of the title of the lessor. ~~~il~le%~lo
does not affect the enforcement of any estate, right or interest pon ge ld
affecting or in derogation of the title of. the lessor to grant the J~ wlltout
lease under which the land is held, but otherwise, when rcgis- jlgri"~t~tlo
tered, has the same effect as a transfer for valuable considcra- Qf 100000r
tion of the same land registered with a declaratioll that the
lessor had an absolute title to grant the lease under which the
land is held. R.S.O. 1950. c. 197, s. 49.
106. A transfer for valuable consideration of leasehold f::.t.:str~r'::,
land, registered with a declaration that the lessor had a quali- ~rn~~~~~l"
tied. title to grant the lease under which the land is held, when leasohold
tion or
registered, has the same effect as a transfer for valuable con- land wIth a
. 0 fh
.
-_•
. ,
d
.
declaratIon
Sl·d eratlon
t e S<"1me Ian d register..
""\.! Wit 1 a
ec' arabon
t h at or
quallfl~d
the lessor had an absolute title to grant the lease under which f~~:,r
the land is held, except that such transfer does not affect or
prejudice the enforcement of any right or interest 3PI)Caring
by the register to be excepted from the effect of registration.
R.S.O. 19S0,c. 197,s.50.
107. A transfer of registered leasehold land made without ~lt~~1a~~
valuable consideration is ,subject, so far a~ the t,ransferee is t~al~~~~
concerned, to any unregistered estates, rights, j1](erests or bold land
equities subject to which the transferor held the same, but
otherwise, when registered, in all respects and in particular as
respects registered dealings on the part of the transferee, has
the same effect as a transfer of the same land for valuable consideration. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s, 51.
108. On the transfer of registered leasehold land, unless ~~J~I~':::.ta
there is an entry Oll the register negativing such implication, ~rl~~bfgrd
there shall be implied,
estates
(a) on the part of the transferor a covenant with the

transferee that, notwithstanding anything by such
transferor done, omitted or knowingly suffered, the
rents, covenants and conditions reserved amI con·
tained by and in the registered lease, alld all the part
of the lessee to be paid, performed :Ind observed,
have been so paid, performed and observc<1 lip to the
date of the transfer; and
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on the 1),."1r{ of the transferee a covenant with the
transferor that the transferee, his executors, administrators or assigns will pay, perform and observe
the rents, covenants and conditions by and in the
registered lease reserved and contained, and on the
part of the lessee to be p...id, performed and observed,
and will keep the transferor, his executors, administrators and assigns indemnified against all actions.
suits, expenses and claims on account of the nonp.."1ymenl of the rent or a part thereof, or the breach
of the covenants or conditions or any of them.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 52.

109.-(1) A lessee or other person entitled to or interested
in a lease or agreement for a lease of registered land where the
term is for a life Or lives, or is determinable on a life Or lives, or
where the period of the lease or agreement yet to run is three
years or more, or where the occupation is not in accordance
with the lease or agreement, may apply to the proper master
of titles to register notice of the lease or agreement in the pre·
scribccl manner.
(2) Where the lease is by the registered owner of the land,
the proper master of titles may without notice to him enter on
the register such notice thereof as he deems necessary.

Lease not by
rell:lstered

(3) Where the lease is not by the registered owner but his
title appears to be subject thereto or in the case Of:lO agree·
ment for a lease, the proper master of titles, upon notice to
such owner, may enter notice of the lease or agreement on the
register.

Leaae Or

(4) The applicant shall deliver to the proper lllaster of
titles the originalleasc or agreement or a copy thereof and, if
the application is granted, the proper mastcr of titles shall
make a note on the register identifying the lease or agreement,
and the lease or agreement or copy SO deposited shall be deemed to be the instrument of which noticc is given.

owner

copy to he

dep08lted

Where
regl&tcred
owner

(5) If the registered owner concurs in a registration under
subsection 2 or 3, notice may be entered in such manner as is
agreed upon.

Effect of

(6) \\Thcre notice of a lease or agreement for a lease is registered, every registered owner of the land and every person
deriving title through him, excepting owners of encumbrances
registered prior to the registration of such notice, shall be
deemed to be affected with notice of the lease or agreement as
being an encumbrance on the land in respect of which the
notice is entered. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 72 (1-6), amended.

coneUllI

rcgl8~rntlon

Sec. 112 (2)
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(7) Where notice of a lease or agreement for a lease has f,;t~::tO~
been registered, a notice of
in ICa8(\
I

Ca) asublease;
(b) an assignment of the lease;
(e) a charge of the lease;

Cd) an assignment of the lessor's interest in the lease; or
(e) a determination of the lease,

may be registered in the prescribed form.

1960, c. 56,

5.

14.

(8) Unless the transferee or chargee has actual notice of a ~~t~~.:.r or
prior transfer or charge, a transfer or charge in respect of which
a notice has been en tered takes priori ty over one of which
notice has not been entered. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 72 (9),
amended.
110. The proper master of titles, on proof to his satisfaction R~:.e~rir.lI

of the determination of a lease of registered land existing at l~~:t(lft~t
first registration, shall note on the register the determination rogl$tratlon
of the lease. R.S.D. 1950,c. 197,s. 27.
CERTIFICATES

111.-(1) The proper master of titles shall, if required by ~ro~-t.~;a~~IP
the first registered owner of freehold land, deliver to him a cer· ~ ~~tlo
tificate in the prescribed form, in this Act called a "certificate II
n
of ownership", which shall state whether the title of the owner
is absolute, qualified or possessory. H..S.D. 1950, c. 197, s. 13.
(2) Upon the registration of a transfer of freehold land, the ~(~~'~~~~IP
proper master of titles shall, if required, deliver to the trans- on tranafor
fc"rcc a certificate of ownership.
(3) Where part o~lly of the land is transferred, the proper ~itr:r: part
master of titles shall, if required, deliver to the transferor a transTemd
certificate of ownership containing a description of the land
retained. by him. R.S.D. 1950, c. 197, s. 37 (3, 4), amended.
112.-(1) The proper master of titles shall, if required by ~r":~OPY
the first registered owner of leasehold land, deliver to him all fl~r~e~7a
authenticated copy of the registered lease, in this Act calle<l trl1tl~nl~r
an "office copy", and there shall be endorsed thereon a state- loaae 0
ment whether any declaration, absolute or qualified, as to the
title of the lessor has been made, and allY other particulars relating to the lease entered in the register. R.S.D. 1950, c. 197,
s. 20, amctlded.

(2) Upon completion of the registration of a transfer of ~Tn:~lKI°OJ'l
leasehold land, if the transfer includes the whole of the land trnneTer
comprised in the registered lease relating to sllch land, the
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transferee is entitled to an office copy of the rcgisttred lease.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 47 (3), amended.
Wherll part
only l~

traneferred

~re6~~~~~jp

(3) Where part Dilly of the land comprised in a registered
lease is transferred, the proper master of titles shall, if required,
dciiver to the transferor an office copy of the registered lease.
R.S.D. 1950, c. 197, s. 47 (4), amended.
113. UpOIl the application of the registered owner of lease-

rIn1:;asehold hold land, the propcr master of titles may, in his discretion,

deliver to the owner a certificate of ownership of leasehold
land in the prescribed form instead of or in addition to an
office copy of the lease. 1960, c. 56, s. 10, ame,uled.
CerUtlcllte

114. The proper master of titles shall, if required. deliver
to the owner of a charge a certificate of charge in the prescribed form. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 29 (5), amended.

CertIficate

115. The proper master of titlcs shall, if required, deliver
to the persons entitled to scvcral estates as mentioned in section 66 or owners who are tenants in common or joint tenants one certificate in respcct of the whole estate or to each
person, when the extent of his interest is defined, a certificate
of ownership in respect of his own estate. but, when a certificate for the whole is outstanding, no separate certificate shall
be delivered until the outstanding certificate is returned and
cancelled. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 7 (3). amended.

of charge

rOT part

OWlHlr

Certltlcnt....,
etc., to be

evIdence

116. A certificate of ownership or a certificate of charge
is prima facie evidence of the matters therein contained, and
an office copy of a registered lease is prima facie evidence of
the contents of the registered lease. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197.
s. 93, amended.

~e~~tr

117. Subject to any registered estates, charges or rights.
deposit of a certificate of ownership or of an office copy
or lease of a registered lease for the purpose of creating a lien on the
land to which the ccrtificatc or lease relates shall be deemed
equivalent to a deposit of the title deeds of the land. R.S.O.
1950, c. 197, s. 94, amended.

~~ ~n!i~cate the
copy

Productlen
or
CClrtlflcate
or ownership

118 • \Vh
.
for t \lC registration
.
. 0f a
- ere lIpon an app \.lcatlon
charge or of a transfer of land or of a transfcr of a charge the
proper mastcr of titles considcrs it expedient to require the
production of thc certificate of ownership, either for the purpose of idcntifying the person dealing with the land or charge
or for cancellation or for any other purposc, he may do so, and
may dccline to register the instrument until the certificate has
been produced and, if the certificate is Ilot produced within
such time as the proper mastcr of titles limits, he may return
the instrument. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 39 (1), amentkd.

Sec. 121 (2)
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110.-(1) A perSOll who is entitled to have a transfer or :;t1~hte~o

cha~e entered on th~ r~istcr ~nay rcqllir~ the holder of the ~f~~nrl~te

certificate of ownership, If any 15 OUlslandlllg, to produce the OrOwllerB~ip
certificate to the proper master of titles, or to deliver it to the
person so entitled (or prcxluction for the purpose of having all
proper entries or alterations made thereon by the proper
master of titles Or for cancellation.
. 1ed to 1lave a ccssa.tlon
. 0 f a c hargc rcglS. ofownerllhl
Certlncate
(2) A person entlt
tered may require the pnxluction of an outstanding certificate ~hichh:rg('p
of the charge in like manner for cancellation. R.S.O. 1950, ooa&ed ~
c. 197, s. 38, amended.
120.-(1) If a certificate of ownership or an office copy of ~~n~~lo
a registered lease or certificate of charge is lost, mislaid or de- ote.
stroyed, the proper master of titles, upon being satisfied of
that fact, may deliver a new certificate of ownership or office
copy or certificate of charge in place of the former one.
(2) The proper master of titles may, upon the delivery to ~~~I~~:~':/
him of a certificate of ownership or of an office copy of a reg- ote.
istered lease or of a certificatc of chargc, deliver a new certificate of ownership or office copy or certificate of charge in
place of the one so delivered. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 92,
amended.
RESTRICTIONS, ETC.

121.-(1) Where the registered owner of freehold or lease- ;'I~~rr~
hold land or of a charge desires to impose restrictions 011 trans- 6trletl'?~
·
h'
On rcgI8.C~
fernng or c arglllg the land or charge, he may apply to the
proper master of titles to make an entry on the register that
no transfer shall be madc or charge created unless the following things, or such of them as the owner determines, are done:

.

1. Notice of an application for a transfer or for the
creation of a charge is transmitted by registered mail
to such address as he specifies to the proper master
of titles.

2. The consent of some person or persons, to be named
by him, is given to the transfer or the creation of a
charge.
3. Some other mattcr or thing is donc as is required by
him and approved by the proper master of titles.
(2) If the proper master of titles is satisfied of the right of ~~r:~or to
the applic.."1nt to impose such restrictions, he shall make a note ~:tgl~~~:.w
of them on the register and no trausfer shall be made or charge
created except in conformity therewith.
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of the fees and otherwise as are prescribed, or to enter a note
of a restriction that he deems unreasonable or calculated to
cause inconvenience.
Hll6trlctione

may be
withdrawn

or

80t

aside

tte"oe"X:i\\~~8

(4) Any such restriction may at any time be withdrawn
or modified at the instance of all the persons for the time being
appearing by the register to be interested in the restriction,
and is also subject to be set aside by the court. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 197, s. 81, amended.
122.-(1) There may be registered as annexed to land that
being or has been registered, subject to the rules and in the
prescribed manner, a condition or covenant that the land or a
specified part thereof is not to be built on, or is to be or not to
be used in a particular manner, or any other condition or
covenant running with or capable of being legally annexed
to land.

r~ ~~vl~~::'e'3 is
land II:

;;;~I~c:rl~n

(2) The first owner and every transferee, and every other
deriving title from him, shall be deemed to be affected
with notice of such condition or covenant, but any sech condi·
tion or covenant may be modified or discharged by order of the
court on proof to the satisf:"lction or the COllrt th;lt the modi fica·
tion will be beneficial to the persolls principally interested in
the enforcement of the condition or covenant.

~t ~:V~~a'"~~9 person

~r°.;'oe,;':m~JlIj
~1~~IJ~~d

f~'::}~~ent

~n~~o~~1

or

(3) The entry on the register of a condition or covenant as
running with or anllexed to land does not make it run with the
land, if such covenant or condition on account of its nature,
or of the manner in which it is expresscd, would not otherwise
be annexed to or run with the land.
(4) Where a condition or covenant has been entered on the
register as annexed to or running with land and a similar con·
ditioll is contained in a subsequent transfer or a similar coven·
allt is in express terms entered into with the owner of the land
by a subsequent transferee, or vice versa, it is not necessary
to repe-'lt the condition or covenant on the register or to refer
thereto, but the proper master of titles may, upon a special
application, enter the condition or covenant either in addition
to or in lieu of the condition or covenant first mentioned.
R.S.O. 1950,c.197,s. 101.
(5) Where a condition or covenant has been entered on the

~~~~~~~ or register as annexed to or running with land for a fixed period
rro~

reg",ter

and the period has expired, thc proper master of titles may,
.
··
fh
·00 ,
at ally time
a f ter tcn years f
rom l
t lC cxplratlon 0 t e perl
rcmovc the entry from the register. 1952, c. 49, s. 3.
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DOWER AND CURTESY

123. A married woman may execute without seal any bar ~rJ;ecu~jor,
of dower or other instrument under this Act, and her husband bn:t,~,uB~r~~t.a
need not be a party thereto, and she may bar her dower in women
land sold or charged by her husband for value, although she is
under the age of twenty-one years. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 105, part, amended.

124.-(1) Where a person claims that registered land is g~a~ia that
free from dower and no instrument can be produced and regis- rIci:!~m
tered showing release of dower by the wife of the registered
owner, the proper master of titles may, upon satisfactory evidence produced before him, give notice to the wife to support
her claim to dower in the registered land within thirty days.
(2) If the wife of the registered owner fails to claim her ~¥~~~ ~~r~
dower within the thirty days, the proper master of titles may ~~~1,j~m
enter on the register a note that the land is free from dower,
and this entry is a bar to any claim for dower by the wife.
(3) If the wife of the registered owner claims her right to Jl~~~c~~m
dower within the thirty days, the proper master of titles may maatcr .
hear and determine her claim.
(4) In this section, "wife of the registered owner" includes :~:{;JJ're.
the widow of a former owner. 1956, c. 38, s. 3.

125. The wife of a registered owner of land is not entitled ~~:r~r
to dower therein,
r~~dmbend
.

(a) where the registercd owner acquired the land subject

traTl8ferred

to a charge and transferred the land subject to that
charge; or
(b) where the registered owner charged the land, subsequently became married to the wife, and transferred
the land subject to tlmt charge. 1960, c. 56, s. 9.

• 126. A person entitled to an estate in dower or by the ~t~~ttl~I()R
curtesy in registered land may apply in the prescribed manner f~ ~t;~~
to the proper master of titles to register notice of such estate, 01' 0'
. fi c
d of
it
Ie cllrtElllj'
. Ics, I'f sa.lis
an d t he proper master 0 f tit
tl
Ie '
titI e 0 fsuc
1
person to such estate, shall register notice of the same accordingly in the prescribed form, and, when so registered, such
estatc is an encumbrance appearing on the regisler anr! shall
be dealt with accordingly. R.S.O.1950,c. 197,s. 73.
OEATII OF REGISTERI,;:D OWNER

127. Oil thc death of the sole registered owner or of the~;~,ng~nt8.
survivor of several joint registered owners of freehold land, ~~~t~~ ~~
such persan shall be registered as owner in lhe place of the fre<lJ,old
deceased OWller or owners as may, 011 the application of allY nn
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person interested in the land, be appointed by the proper master of titles, regard being had to the rights of the several persons interested in the land and in particular to the selection
of allY such person as for the time being appears to the
proper master of titles to be entitled according to law to be so
appointed, subject to an appeal to the court in the prescribed
manner by any person aggrieved by an order of the proper
master of titles under this section. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 56.
TransmissIon On
death of
owner Of

leasebold
land or or

charge

~~~ ot

128. On the death of the sole registered owner Or of the
survivor of several joint registered owners of leasehold land
or of a charge, the executor or administrator of such sole deceased owner or of the survivor of such joint owners is entitled
to be registered as owner in his place. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s.57.
129. Where two or more persons holding as tenants in
have becn entered as owners of land or a charge and
one of them dies, his personal representative, or such other
person as is entitled to the share of the deceased, may be en·
tere<:! as owner with the survivor or survivors. R.S.O. 1950,
c.197,s.58.

~en=ea (If common

~:rilln~ In
common

Removalot
name of
deceaaed
JOint tenant

130. Where two or more persons holding as joint tenants
been entererl as owners of land or a charge and one of
them dies without thc joint tenancy having been severed, an
application in thc prescribed manner shall be submitted by the
survivor or survivors to remove from the register the name of
the deceased joint tcnant. 1954, c. 43, s. 4.

r;.~~d8O;::f.:I~~

131. The fact of a persall having become entitled to land
a charge in con~uence of th~ death of a registered owner
shall be proved III the prescribed manner. R.S.O. 1950,
c.197,s.60.

h~ve

~~~~~I~rod or

Entry
132. \\'here land has been transferred to a person benefi.
name OfOf
pet"$On
cially
entitled thercto within three years after the death of the
bonenclally
enUtlod lIlI registered owner or has become vested in the person benefiowner
without
cially entitled thereto under The. D evolution OJ., E'states Act, th e
reterence
. and t h e p rod UCbOR
.
to
debts
proper master a r titles, upon applicatIon
R.S.O. 1960. of S<'ltisfactory evidence showing that all debts of the deceased
o. 106
registered owner have been daip and that creditors have been
notified, may.
(a) where the person beneficially entitled is shown on the

register as owner of the land and the register shows
that the land is subject to the unpaid debts of the
deceased registered owner, delete the reference to the
unpaid debts from the register; or

Sec. 134 (3)
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(b) register the person beneficially entitled to the land
without reference to the ullp.:'lid debts of the deceased
registered owner. 1954, c. 43, s. 5.

133.-(1) Notwithstanding anything in The Devolution of ~~~r-07f
Estates Act or this Act, no executor, administrator, devisee, ~~ii::';?ot
beneficiary, heir, nor any person interested in freehold or lease- 10 be
hold land or ill a charge or interest therein, shall, by reason of ~'lig':~t
t he d eath

0

. cd owner, co-owner or JOint
. . owner 0 f tIe
I OOlls6ntor
Trel\llllTOr
r a register

land. charge or interest, be entered as owner unless the consent ~.~~:~~o
in writing of the Treasurer oj Ontario is attached to or co- c, 106
.
dorscd on the application for transmission of interest or application for entry and such entry shall be in respect of only the
land, charge or interest mentioned in the application and, in
thc casc of the death of the rcgistered owner of a charge wherc
no such cntry is being applied for but a cessation of the charge
is tendered for registration, such cessation shall not be re6istered until the above conscnt is attached thereto or endorsed
thereon. R.S.O.19S0,c.197,s.62.
(2) Subsection I does not apply where the death of the
registered owner occurred prior to the 1st day of January,
1930. R.S.O.1950,c.197,s.63.

Saving

134.-(1) A person claiming to be entitled to freehold or ~rs~t;r~~
leasehold land, or to an int~rest th.erein capable of be.in~ regis- ~~ii;[;>:\lon
tered, or to a charge as devisce, hClr, executor or adrmmstrator
of a person who might have been registered under section 73,
or a person claiming through or under such devisee, heir,
executor or administrator, may apply to be registered as owner
of such land, interest or charge, and, if no conflicting registration has been made, may be so registercd subject to section
73 and this section.

(2) On registering the applicant, the proper master of titles ~~r:': or
shall, so far as practicable, enter on the register short p.1.rticulars of every instrument or other title under which the right
is conferred, as if such instrument had been duly presented for
registration, or application for entry of transmission had been
made in the proper order of time, and, as a preliminary step
to the registration of the applicant, may enter an intermediate
transferee, heir, executor or administrator as registered owner
where that mcthod is more convenient.
(3) No application by a peTSOn claiming through or under :~ti\fc::mA
a deceased person shall be allowed unless all the persons ell- must a(pl}'
titled to the whole of the estatc of the deceased ill the land arc
to be entered as owners. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 71 (2-4).
amended.
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CAUTION, ETC.
Regl6tratlon
of cautlon

135.-(1) A person interested in any way in land or a
charge registered in the name of any other person may apply
to the proper master of titles for registration of a caution to
the effect that no dealings with the land or charge be had on
the part of the registered owner or other named person who
is shown to have an interest in the land until notice has been
served upon the cautioner.

When no

(2) A person interested under a lease or agreement for a
lease of which notice has been entered on the register, or a
person entitled to an estate in dower or by the curtesy of which
notice has been entered on the register, is not entitled to regisCer a caution in respect of the lease or agreement or estate in
dowerorbythecurtcsy. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 74(1,3).

Renewal

(3) A caution registered under this section ceases to have
effect five years from the date of its registration unless renewed
within that time.
(4) Subsection 3 docs not apply unless, at least thirty days
before the caution ceases to have eITect, the proper master of
titles sends to the cautioner by registered mail a notice warning
him that his caution will cease to have effect unless renewed.

caution

""

explratlon
Notice

Idem

(5) If a notice is not sent as required by subsection 4, the
proper master of titles may at allY later time send to the cautioner by registered mail a notice warning him that his caution
will cease to l1ave effect after the expiration of thirty days
from the receipt of the notice unless renewed within that period and, if the caution is not renewed within that period, it
ceases to have effect.

Doletlon
from

(6) When a caution ceases to have effect, the proper master
of titles may delele the entry from the register. 1952, c. 49,
s. 2, amended.

Cautl'm

136.-(1) After a caution has been registered, the proper
master of titles shall not, without the consent of the cautioner,
register allY dealing with the land or charge against which the
caution is registered.

Owner may

(2) Notwithstanding section 135, the registered owner of
land or of a chargc agaillst which a caution has been registered
may apply to the proper mnster of tilles at any time lor a
notice to bc served Upoll the cautioner warning him that his
caution lllay ccase to have cITcct aftcr the expiration 01 the
prescribed number of days next ensuing the date upon which
the notice is served unless the cautioller appears before the
proper master of titles at the time and place mentioned in the
notice and srttisfies him that the caution should not be deleted
from the register.

Ngletcr

prevents
dealing

apply for

removal
of caution
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(3) Upon receipt by him Of:l.ll npplication under subsection ~rvloo
2, the proper master of titles shall serve a notice in the prc- notloo
scribed form upon the c:lucianer.
(4) If the cautioner fails to apl)Car before the proper master ~~~UO~l!r
of titles at the time and place mentioned ~n the notice served ~g:e~rot
under subsection 3, the proper master of titles may delcte the
entry of tbe caution from the register, and thereupon the
caution ceases to have effect and the land or charge may be
dealt with as if no caution had bccn registered. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 197, s. 75 (1, 3), redrafted.
(5) A notice to a cautioner is not required where the dealing ~~~j~ tel
proposed to be registered is under the authority of a judgment ~u,tloner, d
.
.
ccd·lllg to wh·IC h the cau- 0 Nlqu III
or ord cr 0 [ I
t lC court III a SUIt or proc
tiOller is a party or where such dealing is undcr a powcr of salc
contained in a charge or mortgage that is prior to the title
undcr which the cautioner claims and the cautioner has been
served with a notice of the proposed exercise of the power of
sale and the caution is not ill respect of the exercise of the
power of sale or where the dealing is of such a nature that it
cannot detrimentally affect tile interest of the cautioner as
claimed in the affidavit filed with his caution or where the
transferee, chargee or other person desiring the rcgistration of
the dealing is willing that the s..'lllC should be registcred subject to the continuance of the caution and the proper mastcr
of titles thinks fit so to register it, and, where a caution is COI1tinued, such continuancc prcvents furthcr registrations of dcalings by the registercd owner until after llotice to thc cautioncr,
unless as in this section provided.
(6) Wherc a caution affects part only of the land dealt with ~a~~t
by the transfer, charge or other instrumcnt, the proper master part
of titlcs may, upon the application in writing of the person
desiring registration or his solicitor, registcr the dealing as to
the land not affected by the caution, and may subsequently,
after notice to the Fautioner or with his conscnt, register the
dealing as to the remaindcr of the land dealt with by the instrument or allY part thereof, 3ud the certificate of registration
on thc instrument sh3]J show that the registration made in the
first instance covers only part of thc land embraced in it.
(7) The proper master of titles, upon receiving the COllsent~?~%.ter
of the cautioner to the registration of a dealing, may discharge
the caution, uiliess the conscnt provides for its contilluallce, or
he may discharge the caution as to the land or ch:trge to which
the dealing applies, but he shall not do so whcre from the
nature of the dcalillg he is of opinion that the confinuance of
the caution is contemplated. R.5.0. 1950, c. 197, s. 75 (4-6).

137.-(1) Where the rcgistcred owncr of frechold or lease- ~:UUOll
hold lalld has executed a transfer or a charge thereof but ~~~t:ffd
claims that on account of special circumstances shown by
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affidavit the transferee Or chargee should lIot be registered
without notice to the registered owner, the proper master of
titles may pcnnit the registration of a caution by the registered owner.
EIl"e<'t

(2) The registration of the caution stays the registration of
the transfer or charge until notice has been served on the cautioner ill accordance with section 136. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 76, amended.

When
IICcurlty
may be
taken

138. If before the expiration of the prescribed period the
C<'l.t1tiollcr or some person on his behalf appears before the
proper master of titles and, within such period or such additional period as the proper master of titles allows, gives sufficient security to indemnify every person against any damage
that Illay be sustained by reason of allY dealing with the land
or charge being delayed, the proper master of titles may delay
registering any dealing with the bnd or charge for such further
period as he deems just or may, instead of taking the security,
register such dealing subject to the caution on any condition
that he thinks fit to impose as to security or otherwise or may
make such other order as he deems just. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,

s.77.
cautlon

Second

130. A second caution by the sallle cautioner or by any
other person in respect of the same matter shall not be regis·
tercd or have <lny effcct except with the permission of the proper master of titles, which Illay be given either upon tenns or
without tcrms as he deems proper. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 78, amended.

~~Jlop~:fcd

140. Every caution shall be supported by an affidavit in
the prcM:ribcd form, stating the nature of the interest of the
cautioner, the land to be affccted by the caution and sueh
other matters as are Ilrescribcd. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, ss. 74
(2),86.

byartidavlt

Llablllty
where
cautlon
Improperly
regl8tercd

141. A person who registers a caution without reasonable
cause is liable to make to any person who may sustain damage
by its registration such cOlllpens.'ltion as is just, and the com·
pensation shall be deemed to be a debt due from the person
who has registerer! the caution to the persall who has sustained
damage. RS.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 87, amended.

Limit or
elfect or
cautlon

142. A caution does not prejudice the claim or title of any
persoll and has no effect except as in this Act provided.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s.88.
143. A certificate of lis pwdelts affecting land shalt not be
registered, but allY party to an action, his solicitor or any
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persoll claiming to be interested in the action may register
a caution subject to the same conditions as in other cases.
R.S.O. 19S0,c. 197,s.84.
144.-(1) Where timber standing upon registered land iS~t~ll~d~~ll
sold under an agreement in writing, the purchaser, instead of timt,er
registering a C<'lution, may deposit the agreement with the
proper master of titles, and the proper master of titles, upon
proof of the due execution thereof by the owner, shall register
it as an encumbrance on the land by entering a note on the
register referring to the instrument and giving shortly its
effect.

(2) When registering the agreement, the purchaser shall by ~~~~r:" for
memorandum endorsed thereon or annexed thereto give his
address for service.
(3) The registration of such an agreement may be vacated :?i8~~~~t
upon the consent in writing of the purchaser verified by an
affidavit of execution.
(4) The registration of such an agreement may also be ~iQ~h::t~~
vacated if the purchaser fails, (or the period of one month from
the date of the mailing of the notice provided for in subsection
5, to satisfy the proper master of titles that he still has rights
under the agreement.
(5) Upon proof to his satisfaction that the rights of the
purchaser are at an end, the proper master of titles shall send
a notice by registered mail addressed to the purchaser at his
address for service, warning him that his agreement will cease
to have effect after the expiration of one month from the mailing of the notice unless good cause for its continuance is shown.
R.S.O: 1950, c. 197, s. 79, amended.

Notlce

(6) At any time after ten yc,lrs from the expiry date of an ~et~yO~~1 or
agreement or renewal thereof of which notice has been regis- ;~%~~~e~t
tered under this section, the proper master of titles may, upon from
. an dWIt
' hout notice
. to t h e purc ,laser, d'
regIster
app,.
1C<"l.twn
e cte f rom ten
yeal'8
the register the entry of the notice of agreement or of the re- after expIry
newal. 1960, c. 56, s. 15.
EXECUTIONS

14G.-(1) The sheriff or other officer to whom an execution ~~~~ii'i~8
or other writ, or renewal thercof, affecting registercd blld is
directed, forthwith after its delivery to him, upon writtcn
request of the party by whom it was sucd out or rCllcwC(l, or
of his solicitor, but not otherwise, shall deliver or tr:ll1smit by
registered mail to the proper master of titles a copy of the
writ or renewal certified under his hand, and no registcred
land is bound by any such writ ulltil such copy has beeH re-
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ccived by the proper master of titles and, after the fllCeipt by
him of the copy, no transfer or charge by the execution debtor
is effectual, except subject to the rights of the execution creditor under the writ.
pm.

Record or

(2) The proper master of titles shall keep an index or a book
in the prescribed form in which shall be entered a record of all
writs and renewals, copies of which arc received by him from
the sheri ff or other officer.

;;e7o~fe:ntry

(3) No sale or transfer under allY such writ is valid as
against a p:rscJn purchasi~lg for v~luablc consideration before
such entry IS made, notwithstandlllg that the purchaser may
have had notice of the writ.

:~~1n:1.

purchll&E!r

Entrr. "
or writ

(4) Upon production to the proper master of titles of sufficient evidence of the St'ltisfaction of such a writ, he shall cause
an entry to be made in the index or book to that effect, and, on
such entry, the writ shall be deemed to be satisfied.

When ,,'rit

(5) Every writ and renewal of a writ shall be presumed to
have been spent and the delivery or transmission of a copy
thereof ceases to have efTect at the expiration of the writ or
renewal as appearing 011 the copy transmitted, but, if there
has been a sufficient commencement of the execution to enable
it to be completed by the sale and conveyance of the land under
the writ and the writ has not been completely executed, the
sherifT or officer shall, or the execution creditor may, at any
time within one month before the expiration of the writ or
renewal as so appearing, file with the proper master of titles
a certificate of the sherifT or officer stating that fact, and such
certificate shall be noted at the entry of the writ in the index
or book, and the writ continues in force for a further period of
one year frolll the filing of the certificate when it ceases to have
effect unless allother similar certificate is filed that operates
in like manner.

sntls MUon

to be

pre8umed
to be spent

;:;~~~~ewl1t

(6) Where an execution or other writ is issued against the
owner under a different name from that under which
dltrercnt
he is registered, the writ has no efTect under this Act unless the
nllme rrom
h
h'
h'
I·'·
,
that On the person w 0 sues Ollt t e wnt, or IS SO ICltor, gives a notice to
regl8ter
the proper master of titles stating the name under which the
executioll debtor is registered and otherwise in the form or to
the effect prescribed or unless a like notice is written upon the
copy of the writ. R.s.o. 19S0,c. 197,s. 64 (1-6).
~~~~:\under registered

~~Il~fndt~i

(7) Where land is being transferred or charged and where
a. notice under subscction 6 has not been given, a writ of execution or renewal thereof docs not bind the land being transferred
or charged as against the transferee or chargee if the proper
master of titles decides that the name of the execution debtor
appearing in the writ or renewal thereof and the name of the
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registered owner as it appears in the records of the land titles
office do not represent the same person, and he issues a certificate accordingly. 1958, c. 49, s. 5.
(8) The sheriff or other officer is entitled to a fcc of 50 cents :~e:rltri!
for each copy of writ or certificate transmitted by him. R.S.O.
1950, c. 197, s. 64 (7).

14:6. Where a person applies for registration of an instru- ~h~urEl
menl and claims that a writ apparently affecting land does not ~~i~gt
affect the land or a charge thereon, he shall produce sllch cvi- binding
dcnce thereof as the proper master of titles considers necessary, and the proper master of titles may require all parties
interested to be notified of the application and may himself
decide the question or may direct an issue to be tried or a case
to be stated and may make such order as to costs as he deems
just. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 65,amellded.
147.-(1) The seizure under execution or other process of r:~~~~~ll"l
a mortgage or charge or of leasehold land registered under this :;:r\lltl<:ah
Act does not take eITect until a certificate of the sheriff or by sheriff
other officer that he has taken the mortgage, charge or 1c.1.SChold land under such process against the registered owner
thereof is lodged with the proper master of titles.
(2) The certificate shall state the number of the parcel under ~rontenUl
which the land affected is registered and the name of the certlflcate
owncr and shall bc cntered by the proper master of titles in
the register.
(3) This section docs not apply where the proceedings pre· tff~rJ::)n
scribed by section 18 of The E;I:ccutio1t Act have been taken n.s.o. 1960,
with respect to a mortgage or charge. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, <:. 126
s.66.
148.-(1) Where registered freehold or leasehold land is ~f:l~ 01
sold under execution or other process, the proper master of f~g~t~red.
titles, upon receiving the transfer from the sheriff or other 8h~r1tfY
officer with proof of due execution, shall cause a notice to be
given to the person whose interest has been sold.
(2) If no claim is made against the land within fourteen ~~~~~aser
days from the giving of the notice, the proper master of titles :g~~~re~
shall register the purchaser as owner.
(3) If a claim is made against the land within fourteen days ~~::::i:"lnEl!l
from the giving of the notice, the proper master of titles shall clll.hrlll
hear and determine the claim. 1956, c. 38, s. 4.
SALE FOR TAXES

149.-(1) Where land is sold for taxes, the purchaser may ~~a:ef,:t
at allY time after the sale register a caution against the transfer ~g:~~;n
of the land, and,• upon the completion of •the time allowed by quclI.t
lI.nd sublleentry
law for redemptiOn and upon lhe productiOlI of lhe transfer of l1ll OWlI.Qr
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the land wilh proof of the due execution thereof by the proper
officer, the proper master of titles shall cause a notice to be
sent by registered mail to the proper post office address of he

at

persons who appear upon the register to be interested in:the

NOtice to
pllnlOna

InteNl6ted

Forfeiture

of pMorlty

or tll.I

purchll8er

MechonlO'15

lien

land or served upon them or any of them personally or sub·
stitutionally by advertisement or otherwise as the proper
Illastcr of titles directs. and, after the expiration of three
months from the mailing or service of the notice. shall, if no
other person has become entitled by priority of registration,
register the purchaser at the sale as owner of the land, with an
absolute title, and shall, if required, issue to him a certificate
of ownership in the prescribed form unless the registration is
in the meantime stayed by order of the court, and, in that
casc, the registration shall not be made nor shall the certificate
be issued except in accordance with the order and direction of
the court.
(2) If any person appearing UjX)n the register to be intercsted in the land acquired such interest after the tax sale, the
notice to be given to him shall require him, if he objects to the
registration of the tax purchaser as owner or if, having 'a
charge only, he claims priority for such charge, to file his objection or claim verified by affidavit with the proper master
of titlcs before the expiration of one month from the mailing
or other service of the notice, and the proper master of titles
shall hear and determine the objection or claim upon notice
to the partie~ interesled and registration shall be made in
accordance with the final determination of the matter by the
proper master of titles or on appeal from him.
(3) Where a ta..x purchaser fails to register a caution or to
present his deed for registration prior to the registration of the
title of a purchaser or chargee, claiming from or through the
person who was the registered owner at the time of the tax
sale, for valuable consideration and without actual notice of
the tax sale, he loses his priority.
(4) Where it is made to appear to the proper master of
titles that the purchaser has so dealt with the land that a
mechanic's lien has, or probably has, attached thereto subsequent to the sale and a claim of lien has been registered against
the land, the proper master of titles may register the purchaser's title subject to the claim of lien. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 68, amenrkd.
TRUSTEE ACT, APPLICABILITY

:t~s":o~19GO.
c. 4.08"
'

<)

Ilpp Y

150. All the provisions of The Trustee Act that are not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act apply to land and
•
d un der t I'
charges reglstere
liS A ct, but t h'IS enactment does not
prejudice the applicability to such land and charges of any
provisions of that Act relating to land or choses in action.
R.S.O,1950,c. 197,s. 102.
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PART VII1
DESCRIM'lONS OF LAND AND REGISTERED PLANS

151.-(1) Registered land shall be described in such man- ~°beland
n('r. as the proper master of titles deems best calculated to deecr:lb&<i
secure accuracy. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 100 (I), part.
(2) The description of registered land is not conclusive as Deeeription
not oonrlu_
to the boundaries or extent of the land. R.S.O. 1950, C. 197,slvll
55. 23 (2), 100 (1), part, amendal.

152. No alteration shall be made in the registered dcscrip· ITgn~~et::.
of land, except under an 0r?cr of the 70urt ~r under sec· ~~~i:k
tlOn 167 or by way of explanatJOn, but thiS section does not dll8<:rlptlon
extend to registered dealings with registered land in separate
parcels, although the land was originally registered as one
parcel. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 100 (2), amended.
t~on

US3.-(l) Every plan submitted for registration or for ~~?gr~
deposit shall be prepared in accordance with the regulations. r~tf~~-

(2) Where land is being subdivided for the purpose of being ~~a~lr~slon
sold or conveyed in lots, the person making the subdivision be regllltered
shall register in the proper land titles office a plan of the land
prepared by an Ontario land surveyor and certified by him in
the prescribed form.
(3) The person by whom or on whose behalf a plan is regis- ~~g~~ti'~ to
tered shall sign the plan, but no seal shall be affixed thereto. to plan
(4) A duplicate plan and a mounted duplicate plan shall be ~~.plloat~.
deposited at the time of the registration of the plan.
(5) Upon the registration of a plan, the proper master of '1~~I~~t~
and on the mounted k~I:I~r:ilffy
duplicate plan a cerbficate showmg the number of the plan
and the date of its registration, and he shall deliver without
fee the duplica.te plan to the clerk of the local municipality in
which the land is situate.

titl~ shall endorse on. the duplica~e plan

(6) Upon the registration of a plan, the mounted duplicate ~~w~~r;
plan thereof hasal! the force and effect of the plan.
s"me all pilin
(7) The proper master of titles, before acccpting a plan for t.?~;~~~~n
registration, Illay require evidence to be given him c:l(plaining
any seeming discrepancy betwecn the mensurcments all the
plan and the description of the land in the register, or he Illny
require evidence to be given him respecting .:lny other matter
of which he requires explanation.
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(8) No plan, other than a plan of public lands prepared
under The Public Lands Act or as otherwise excluded by the
regulations, shall be registered or deposited in a land titles
office unless it has been approved by the examiner of surveys
or by such other person as is designated by the director of
titles.

gr 8~~~~i:(lr
n.s.o.
o. $24
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Verlncatlon

(9) Before a plan, other than a plan of public lands prepared
under The Publ£c Lands Act or as otherwise excluded by the
regulations, is registered or deposited in a land titles office, the
director of titles may require a survey thereof to be verified
on the ground by the examiner of surveys or by sllch other
person as is designated by the director of titles.

True ooPY

(10) The director of titles may direct that a true copy of a
plan or a part of a plan registered or deposited in a land titles
office be made under the direction of the examiner of surveys,
who shall certify thereon that it is a true copy of the plan or of
a part of a plan, as the case may be, and the copy so made and
certified has all the force and effect of the plan or of that part
of the plan of which it is a copy.

Correotlon

(11) Upon the filing of evidence satisfactory to the proper
master of titles and IIpon his giving such notice to interested
persons as he deems appropriate, he may correct any erron·
eous measurements upon, or any error, defect or omission in,
any plan registered or deposited and he shall substitute the
corrected plan for the original plan and thereafter the plan
shall be deemed for all purposes to have been so corre<:ted from
the time of its registration or deposit, as the case may be.
1958, c. 49, s. 6.

SubdivIsion
plan areas.
dOlllgnatlon

154.-(1) Where part of a parcel has been transrerred by
metes and bounds or as a part of a lot or block and the de·
scription of that part is, in the opinion of the director of titles,
inadequate or inaccurate with respCi;t to the common bound·
aries of that part and the adjacent parcels, he may issue a direction designatillg that parcel and any adjacent parcels as a sub·
division plan area and, after the entry of the direction in the
registers for the parcels affected, no transfer of any land in any
of those parcels shall be registered without the consent in
writing of the director of titles or his deputy until a plan of
subdivision of the subdivision plan area has been registered.

Withdrawal

(2) Where a plan of subdivision of a subdivision plan area
has been registered, the director of titles shall withdraw the
direction issued in respect of that subdivision plan a.rea and
thereupon the registers for the parcels affected shall be amen·
ded accordingly. 1957, c. 58, s. 4, part.

Draft plan

(3) Upon a direction being issued and entered under sub·
section 1, the din.>ctor of titles, on behalf of the Attorney

Qr BurVOy

or plan

or pJalUl

"

s ubdivision
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General, shall apply ex parle to a judge of the county or district
court of the county or district in which the subdivision plan
area is situate for an order that a draft plnn of subdivision of
the subdivision plan area be prepared by an Ontario land surveyor from all actual survey and having regard to the records
in the land titles office, and the judge may make such order.
1957. c. 58, 5.4, part; 1958, c. 49, s. 7.
(4) Where a draft plan of subdivision has been prepared ~~4:[..i~ron
pursuant to an order made under subsection 3, the director of °fJ~dgfl'B
titles may, upon notice to all persons interested, apply to a P
judge of the county or district court of the county or district
in which the subdivision plan area is situate for an order that
a plan of subdivision be prepared and registered in accordance
with the regulations and incorporating such amendments to
the draft plan of subdivision as the judge thinks proper, and
the judge llJay make such order.
(5) The judge, having regard to the nature 01 the case and Idem
the inadequacy of or errors contained in previous surveys of
land in the subdivision plan area. and to the general law relating to surveys of land, may in his order effect such alterations
to the registered descriptions of the land as to him seem just
and equiL'lble, and the Assurance Fund is not thereby rendered liable.

(6) An ordcr made under this section may be appealed to
the Court of Appeal. 1960, c. 56, s. 17 (1).

Appeal

(7) No order shall be made under subsection 4 unless the ~~~,~}na.
<?nta.rio la~d surveyor wh? pr:p<'lred the draft pl~n o.f subdivi- ~,:-~~;~~and
slon IS avaIlable for examlllation and cross-exanllnatlon at the
hearing.
(8) The costs and expenses of and incidental to the applica- ~,,~~~1
tion and the preparation and registration of the plan of subdivision shall in the disc'retion of the judge be bornc in whole or in
part by the Crown or such person or municipality as is named
by the judge in the order made under subsection 4 and, where
the costs and expenses are ordered to be borne by a lllunicipnlity, the judge may by his order direct repaymellt of thcm to
the municip..'1lity by levy of a special rate by assessment on all
the lots or blocks included in the plan.
(9) Upon the registration of a plan of subdivision under this ~~~~t~<>11
section, the boundaries of the lots or blocks shown thercon or plaT.
shall be deemed to be the true boundaries of the 10ls or blocks.
1957, c. 58, s. 4, part.
(10) Where lhe judge orders the costs of :Ll1d incidental to ~rs for
an application under this section to be borne ill whole or in
part by a registered owner of land ill the subdivision plnn
area, the amount so ordered to be paid constitutes a charge
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upon the land of the registered owner in favour of Her Majesty
the Queen in right of Ontario represented by the dire<:tor of
titles, and, until paid, such charge ranks in priority to all reg.
istercd charges 011 the land from and alter the entry of the particulars of the charge in the register. 1960, c. 56, s. 17 (2).
~~~poelto
R.8.0. 1{160,

c.324

Idem

155.-(1) Where land has been or is granted by the Crown
under The PflbliG lAnds Act and a plan of subdivision of the
land has not been registered. an application on behalf of the
Minister of Lands and Forests may be made to the proper
master of titles to register a composite plan showing the land.
and the boundaries of the lots or blocks shown thereon shall
be deemed to be the true boundaries of the lots or blocks.
(2) Every composite plan shall conform as nearly as may
be to a plan of subdivh,ion under section 153 except that it
shall be signed by the Surveyor General or his deputy on behalf of all persons having an interest in the land shown thereon.
1957, c. 58, s. 4, part.

f,;'~~~hl~f

156.-(1) Where land in an unsurveyed township in a provisional judicial district has been or is granted by the Crown
and the land i; subsequently surveyed and laid out into lots
and concessions in whole or in part, the survey shaH be made
~'~9~' 1060. in accordance with the provisions of The SUnJeys Act as made
applicable by the terms of the patent or order ill council
granting the hmd, and the plan of survey shall be registered
in the proper office of land titles.

~~~~Utont
from Crown

ReqUiremenU! as

(2) Such plan shall be prep.1.red as nearly as may be in
accordance with section 153. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 108,
ame"ded.

Plan re-

157.-(1) Where not otherwise provided by this Act and
where,

to planll

-

qulr()d in

certain

(a) a new boundary is created consisting of more than

one line;
(b) the o.....ner has previously made one scvcrallce without survey;
(c) a new boundary is in accordance with a fence, wall
or otber '1rtirlcial enclosing device; or
(d) in any other instance that the proper master of titles

deems advisable,
a person applying for registration of a transfer of land shall, if
the land is in a county, or may, if the land is in a provisional
judicial district, deposit for record a plan to be known as a
refcrcnce plan of survcy ccrtified by an Ontario [and surveyor
and signed by the registered owncr in the prescribed form.

Sec. 160
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(2) Subsection 1 does not apply to laud in a county if in the SavIng
opinion of the proper master of titles concurred in by the
director of titles the cost of compliance therewith would be

excessive having regard to the value of the land.

1960, c. 56,

,. 18 (1).

(3) If the owner of land in a county neglects or refuses to ::e1u~o'
comply with subsection I, the proper master of titles may refuse to proceed with the registration of the transfer or dealing.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, ,. [09 (3).
(4) ,A subsequent severance from land shown on a plan de· ~~v~r~~~nt
posited under subsection 1 may be delineated upon a duplicate
of the plan so deposited, and the plan so prepared shall be
certified by an Ontario land surveyor and signed by the owner.
1958, c. 49, s. 8 (2).
(5) New boundaries that arc created by a severance shown Boundaries
on a reference plan and referred to or incorporated by reference
in a registered instrument signed by the registered owner of
the land shall be deemed to be true and unalterable boundaries
and to be defined by the monuments shown thereon, but such
monuments do not change or alter the position of any previously established boundary or prejudice prior registered
rights or interests. 1960, c. 56,s. 18 (2).

158. Where a plan of subdivision lays out a part of the~l~t~rr<:ad,
land as a street, road, lane or common, it shall 110t be regis- ~~~~o:n
tered except on the application of the owner of the land subdivided with the consent in writing of all persons who are
registered as mortgagees or chargees thereof. R.S.O. 1950,
c.197,s.110.
llS9.-(l) Where a street, road or lane laid out on a plan :;'~~[c~~r
registered in a land titles office h';ls become ~ public high~vay ~~~~t~n
and has thereby become vested 111 a muniCipal corporation, aaowllc,'O'
·· I corporation
. may appIy to t he proper master a ratrootall.1d
t he mUIllClpa
out on plan
titles to be entered as the owner thereof.
. (2) Where a highway or part of it has been closed by the ~~~~ ~
action of a municipal council and the highway or part of it has t~:i:'~rCEl
been transferred by the municipal corporation without the munICj~~
municipal corporation having been entered as owner of it, the ~r.Rg:;~.u~
.
highway
transferee may apply to be entered as owner of the highway or
part of it transferred to him and, upon due proof of the facts,
the proper master of titles may enter such transferee as owner.
R.S.O. 1950,c. [97, ,. 7[ (7,8).

160. Where a plan has been registered or recorded LInder ~~~~um~nte
this Act, every instrument affecting the bnd shown 011 the ~I~~~"
plan shall conform and refer thereto, otherwise it shall 110t be
registered unless the proper master of titles under special circumstances deems it proper to register it. 1960, c. 56, s. 19.
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161.-(1) No plan of surveyor subdivision to which The
Planning Act applies shall be registered unless approved under
that Act. R.S.O.1950,c.197,s.1l2.

~n~~

HlGO.

(2) Plans of subdivision registered under section 154 and
composite plans registered under section 155 arc not subject
to the provisions of The Planning Ad with respect to areas of
subdivision controL 1957 I c. 58, s. 4, part.

ip~?:'eJl

~'~~ot

apply
Ell'ect llnd
amendment

or plllil

162.-(1) No plan, although registered in an office of land
titles, is binding on the person registering it or upon any
other person, unless a S<"lle has been made according to the
plan, and ill all cases amendments or alterations thereof may
be ordered to be made at the instance of the person registering
the plan or his assigns, or of the owner for the time being of
any of the land covered by the plan,
(a) by the court or by a judge thereof;
(b) where the land is not in the County of York, by a

judge of the county or district court of the county or
district in which the land lies; or
(c)

where the land is in the County of York, by the master of ti tics,

if on application for the purpose duly made. and upon hearing
all persons concerned, it is thought just so to order, and upon
such terms and conditions as to costs and otherwise as are
deemed just and expedient.
Who may
apply

(2) Such all application may be made either by the person
filing the plan or by the owner for the time being of any of the
land covered thereby.

App&al

(3) An appeal lies from allY decision made under this section to the Court of Appeal.

No a1ternUon or
street, etc.,

(4) No part of a road, street, lane or alley upon which a lot
abuts or that connects a lot with or affords access therefrom
to the nearest public highway shall be altered or closed up
without the consent of the owner of the lot, but nothing in this
section interferes with the powers of municipal corporations
with reference to highways. H..S.D. 1950, c. 197, s. 113,
amended.

Plans of

(5) Nothing in this section prevents the registration of a
plan of re-subdivision if, where a public highway is affccted
by the re-subdivisioll, the proper officers of the authority having jurisdiction and control over the highway consent to the
plan. 1960, c. 56, s. 20.

Trllrl8f<lf or
plaTlll from
rClI:lBtry

163. Where all the lots on a plan of subdivision registered
ill a registry office arc registered under this Act, the proper
master of titles may require the registrar of deeds to deliver

cl08lng or

without
consent of
owner

ra_sub_
divIsion
may bo
rcgl8torad

onlcfl6
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the plan to him to be registered in his office and the registrar
of deeds shall thereupon deliver it. taking a receipt therefor.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,5.114.

PART IX
FRAUD

. h respect to diBllOllltlon.
FrnuduJen~
·
. .
164• SUbJcct
to t he provISions
0 f t h·IS A ct, Wit
registered dispositions for valuable consideration, any disposi4
tion of land or of a charge on land that, if unregistered, would
be fraudulent and void is, llot",ithstanding registration, fraudulentand void in like manner. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 125.

165. Every person who fraudulently procures, attempts to fC:';~~jellt
fraudulently procure o~ is privy to the fraudulent procurement ~~arod
of an entry on the register or of an erasure from the register t~be
or alteration of the register is guilty of an offence under this 0 encos
Act and on summary conviction is liable to imprisonment for
a term of not more than two years, with or without hard labour, or to be fined such sum not exceeding $1,000 as the court
before which he is tried adjudges, and the entry, erasure or
alteration is void as between all parties or privies to thl:! fraud.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 191,s. 126. amended.
166.-(1) Upon the conviction under this Act or under the .frar';i~~~!on
criminal law of Canada of a person for an ofTence whereby he lent entrtes
fraudulently procured an entry on the register by reason of
which any person other than the rightful owner has become
the registered owner of land, or by reason of which land under
this Act has been wrongfully encumbered, the proper master
of titles, on the application of the rightful owner, may cancel
the wrongful entry and may enter the rightful owner as the
rcgistered owner of the land.
(2) If while the wrongful cntry was subsisting on the rogis- ~~ebr:e~nd
tcr an innocent person has been registered as the owner of a ~~:lr"sJ~~~ndt
charge upon or an estate, right or intcrest ill the land, the holder
proper masler of titles, instead of cancelling the wrongful
entry, may make an entry on the register staling the fact of the
conviction and revesting the land in the rightful owner subject
to the charge, estate, right or interest. and the land thereupon
vests in the person named in the last-mcntioned cntry in
accordance with its terms.

. sectIon
.
(3) TI us
app1·les to past as we 11 as f ullire case!>.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 191,s.122.

Apllll..nt.on
or Qeetlon
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PART X
RECTIFICATION OF THE REGISTER

167 . - (I) TI lC proper mas t cr 0 r ,'tl
I es may 0 r h'IS own
accord and without affidavit enter a caution to prevent the
c=: or llrror dealing with registered land if it appears to him that an error
has been made in an entry by misdescription of the land Or
otherwise.
Entry orby
cautlon

~Mt?erl~1III

Correctlon
or eTTOrs

(2) Subjcct to the rules. the proper master of titl~, before
the receipt of any conflicting instruments or after notifying
all persons interested, upon such evidence as appears to him
sufficient, may correct errors and supply omissions in certi~
flcatcs of ownership or of charge, or in the register, or in an
entry therein, and may call in any outstanding certificate for
that purpose.

~~~nt~~'k

(3) Where the proper master of titles restores to the register
or condition, he may do so with such modifica.
m"'
.
,
.
nsa~ tions as he deems advisable so as to do the least possible injury
On "ere,or to any person allect
a
ed b
. . or restoration,
.
y 'Its omiSSion
an d ,upon
notice to the Anomey General, at the same time or subsc·
quently, may determine what damages, if any. shall be paid to
any person claiming to have been injuriously affected by the
omission or restoration of the covenant or condition. R.$.O.
1950,c. 197.s. 123,ame/l(ud.
Court may
168. Subject to allY estates or rights acquired by registraorder
rectificatlon tion under this Act, where a court of competent jurisdiction
has decided that a person is entitled to an estate, right or in·
terest in or to registered land or a charge and as a consequence
of the decision the court is of opinion that a rectification of the
register is required. the court may make an order directing
the register to be rectified in such manner as is deemed just.
R.$.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 118.
AppUootlon
169. Subject to any estates or rights acquired by registrato oourt
to rectify
tion under this Act, if a person is aggrieved by an entry made,
or by the omission of an entry from the register, or if default
is made or unnecessary delay takes place in making an entry
in the register, the person aggrieved by the entry, omission,
default or delay may apply to thc court for an order that thc
register be rectiflcd, and the court may either refuse the application with or without costs to be paid by the applicantor may,
if satisfied of the justice of the case, make an order for the
rectification of the register. R.S.O. 1950,c. 197,s. 119.
~~:i0ndltlonsallY covenant

00"

~ro~~~~on

170. Where land has been registered undcr this Act and
thc Ministcr of Lands and Forests under Tlte Public lAnds Act
reglEtratlon directs <In incorrect patent to be cancclled and a correct pat~'~2~' 1960. eot to be issued in its stead, the proper master of titles, upon
~~t~~lcnts

Sec. 172
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receipt of the correct patent, if no conflicting instrument has
been received, shall amenrl the cntry on the register to accord
with the correct patent or, where a conflicting instrument has

been received, the proper master of titles, after notifying all
persons interested, may make such amendment.
19S0,c. 197,5. 124.

R.$.O.

~ 171.-(1) Upon receiving a certificate of the Minister of ~g~t~~;18Ler
Lands and Forests or the Deputy Minister of Lands and For- ~~rvBUon
csts that a reservation of any class or kind of tree in letters ft tl'OO8 In
.
··'1an d·IS VOl·dbY statute, t hc proper master patent
ctterll
patent to rcglslcrL"U
of titles shall delete the reservation from the register without
application therefor.

(2) Upon receiving a certificate of the Minister of Mines gci~t:~:lBter
or the Deputy Minister of Mines that a reservation of mines ~ervat1()n
and minerals in letters patent
to registered land issued before m
of,mlnoa and
.
•
norala in
the 6th day of May, 1913, IS VOid by statute, the proper master lotterB
of titles shall delete the reservation from the register without patent
application therefor.
(3) Upon receiving a certificate of the Minister of Lands Pr~;:;t~~lBter
and Forests or the Deputy Minister of L"lnds and Forests that Mother
·. .
.
. I
. rooervauona
a cand Ilion, provISO or reservation 111 etters patent to regis-in letto/1l
tered land, other than a reservation of any class or kind of tree patent
or of mines and minerals, is void by statute, the proper master
of titles shall delete the condition, proviso or reservation from
the register without application therefor.
(4) \Vhere an owner or. former owner has attempted to Jhr:rnsr.e~'tc.,
transfer, charge or otherWIse convey any mines or minerals of\mfn'oa and
reserved in letters patent to registered land issued before the ~~~~
6th day of May, 1913, upon receiving a certificate of the Minister of Mines or Deputy Minister of Mines that the reservation in the letters patent is void by statute, the proper master
of titles shall make all proper entries to define the interests
of those appearing 'to be entitled to the mincs or minerals.

;J:irii::.

(5) No claim shall be sust."lined against the Assurance Fund
respecting any right arising from any conveyance of mincs or ~aaudranoo
minerals reserved in letters patent issued before the 6th day un
of May, 1913. 1956, c. 38, s. 5.

PART XI
RULES AND PROCEDURE

172.-(1) The Lieutel~ant GoveCilor in CO~l1cil or, s~bjcct ~~k;r to
to the approval of the LJ(~lltel1al\t GoveCilor 111 COUllCII, the rule.
Rules Committee under the authority of scctirm 111 of Tile
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Jud£calure Act, which is to be read as applying to this Act,
Illay make rules in respect of,
(a) the mode in which the register is to be made and
kept; R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 142 (1), d. (a).
(b)

the mode in which a companies register, a power of
attorney register, the Dep.1.rtmcnt of Highways
register or any other special register is to be made
and kept; 1956, c. 38, s. 11 (I).

(e)

the forms to be observed, the precautions to be taken,
the instruments to be used, the notices to b€ given,
and the evidence to be adduced in all proceedings
or in connection with the registration, and in particular with respect to the reference to counsel of any
title to land proposed to be registered with an abso·
lute title;

(d) the custody of any instruments coming into an

office of land titles, with power to direct the destrllC~
tion of any of them where they have become altogether superseded by entries on the register or have
ceased to have any effect; RS.O. 1950, c. 197,
,.142 (I), c1,. (6, ,).

(e)

the duties that are to be performed by the director
of titles, the master of titles, the local masters of
titles and other officers, and which of them that may
be done by other officers; 1956, c. 38, s. 11 (2).

(j)

the costs to be charged by solicitors in or incidental
to or consequential on the registration of land, or
any otlter matter required to be done for the purpose
of C<"1rrying out this Act, with power to require such
costs to be payable by commission, percentage.or
otherwise, and to bear a certain proportion to the
value of the land registered, or to be determined on
such other principle as is expedient;

(g) the taxation of costs and the persons by whom the

costs are to be paid;
(h) any matter by this Act directed or authorized to
be prcscribed;

(i) any othcr mattcr or thing, whether similar or not to
thoS<' above mentioned, ill respect of which it is
deenH.:d expedient to make rules for the purpose of
carrying out this Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 142
(I). c1,. (<-h).
(2) Rules may be made in like manner with rcspect to the
amount of fccs payable under this Act, and regard may be had,

Sec. 176 (2)
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(a) in the case of the registration of land or of any trans·
fer of land on the occasion of a sale, to the value of
the land as determined by the amount of purchase
money. or to the value of it to be ascertained in stich
manner as is prescribed;
(b) in the case of registration of a charge or of a transfer

of a charge, to the amount of the charge.

R.S.O.

1950, c. 197, $. 142 (2).

173. Subject to the rules, the fees payable in respect of Fn-so
such business as is analogous to the business under The Regis. 0."348"
try Act shall be the &"1IllC as the fees payable to the registrar
under that Act, and all other fees and costs, whether in respect
of business done by the director of titles, master of titles, local
master of titles or by other officers, or by solicitors under this
Act, shall be the same as nearly as may be as are payable in
like proceedings in the court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 143 (I),
amended.

lfl60,

174. Where notices or other proceedings are necessary, ~:;ible
the local master of titles is entitled to charge, in addition to ~~':~
his disbursements, the like fees as are j:k"1yable to the master
of titles in respect of similar proceedings. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 197,s. 164.
175. Subject to such regulations and exceptions and to the ~1'~:tllY.lt
payment of such sums as are fixed by the rules, a person reg. documeH
istered as owner of land or a charge and any person authorized
by such an owner, or by an order of the court, or by the rules,
but no other person, may inspect and make copies of and ex·
tracts from any document ill the custody of the proper master
of titles relating to the land or charge. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
s. 141.
176.-(1) Every person whose name is entered 011 the tod~~
register as owner of freehold or leasehold land or of a charge, furnished
or as a cautioner, or as cntitled to receive a notice, or ill any
other character, shall furnish a placc of address in Ontario and
may from time to time substitute some othcr place of address
in Ontario for that originally furnished, and each instrument
under this Act shall by endorsement thercon show the full
name and place of residence, giving the street number, if any,
of such person. RS.O. 1950, c. 197, ss. 115 (1), 55 (1).
(2) If a person fails to furnish a place of address for service, ~~dC: not
a notice sent by mail addressed to that perSOll at the place rurnlBbed
named in the registered instrument under which he claims as
his place of residence is sufficient unless the proper master of
titles otherwise directs.
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of

(3) Every notice by this Act required to be given to a person
shall be served personally or sent by registered mail directed
to such person at the last address furnished, and unless returned shall be deemed to have been received by the person
addressed within such period, not less than seven days exclusive of the day of mailing, as is prescribed.

Heturn of

(4) The envelope containing a notice under this Act shall
have printed thereon the words "Office of Land Titles" and
a request for the return thereof to the office of land titles in
case the person to whom the notice is addressed cannot be
found.
(5) On the return of an envelope containing a notice, the
proper master of titles shall act in the matter requiring the
notice to be given in the manner prescribed. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 197, s. 115 (2-5).

&lrvl~

notlcOll

notlres

Mllllter

to act on

rewcn of

notice

~;:~~'r; to
177.-(1) Upon the request of the council of a mUIllCI~1~htfU~allty pality, the proper master of titles shall furnish annually, semi:
of transfors annually or monthly in accordance with the request a list of

all instruments by which land in the municipality has been
transferred, charged or 1e.1.sed that have been registered in his
office during the period specified in the request, and the list
shall include, in respect of each such instrument, the names
and addresses of the parties, the consideration and a short
description of the land. 1954, c. 43, s. 3.
(2) The proper master of titles is entitled to a fee of 10 cents
for every instrument entered in the list. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197,
5.55 (3).
I'cO<'OOdlngs

not void

foc wnnt
or form

I'nyment or
,~"

&nle or
,~"

Appeal from

lnll.8tec·$

order

178. No application, order, affidavit, certific.1.te, registralion or other proceeding is invalid by reason of any mistake
not affecting the substantial justice of the proceeding. R.S.O.
1950,c. 197,s. 146.
179.-(1) An applicant under this Act is liable prima facie
to pay all costs, charges and expenses incurred by or in consequence of his application, except where parties whose rights
are sufficiently secured without their appearance object or
where any costs, charges or expenses are incurred unnecessarily
or improperly.
(2) The proper master of titles may order costs, either as
between party and party or as between solicitor and client,
to be paid by or to any person who is a party to a proceeding
under this Act, and may give directions as to the fund out of
which the costs shall be paid, regard being had to subsection 1.

(3) Any person aggrieved by an order of the proper master
of titles made under this section may appeal to the court,
which may annul or, with or without modification. confirm
the order.

See. 180 (5)
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(4) If a person disobeys an order of the proper master of ~~~~~
titles made under this section, the proper master of titles may ordor
certify the disobedience to the court, and thereupon, subject

to the right of appeal, the order may he enforced in the like
in'anner and by the like proceedings as if it were an order of
the court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 89.
(5) The amount of all costs, charges and expenses properly ~~~~[Ion
incurred by a trustee, mortgagee or other person having a ~[e.tru8t..ee,
power of selling land of and incidental to an application to be
registered shall he ascertained and declared by the proper
master of titles, and shall be deemed to be costs, charges and
expenses properly incurred by that person in the execution of
the trust or in pursuance of the power, and he may retain or
reimburse the same to himself out of any money coming to him
under the trust or power, and he is not liable to an account in
respect thereof. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 6 (3), amended.

180.-(1) Where after land has been registered special toP~lib~l~w
circumstances appear or subsequently arise that make it in- f:rdutered
expedient that the land should continue under this Act, the
owner may apply in the prescribed manner to the proper
master of titles for the withdrawal of the land from the Act.
(2) If the owner proves before the proper master of titles ~:r~~c:-:~
that all persons interested in the land proposed to be withdrawn consent to its withdrawal and satisfies the proper
master of titles that special circumstances exist that render
the withdrawal of the land or a part thereof expedient, the
proper master of titles may issue a certificate describing the
land or the part thereof as the consent covers and as the proper
master of titles deems proper in such a manner that the certificate can be properly registered in the registTy office for the
registry division in which the land is situatc, and upon the certificate being issued this Act cea5CS to apply to the land described therein, and the land thereafter is subject to thc ordinary laws relating to real estate and to The Registry Act. ~'~4~ 1960.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 133 (1, 2), amenckd.
(3) The certificate of the proper master of titles under this roec;no»te
section is not valid unless approved and countersigned by the~Un~e~
director of titles. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 133 (3); 1956, c. 38, dl~ctor y
s. 9, amellded.
(4) Upon the production of the certificate to the registrar ~t~~~~:~~~
of deeds and payment of a fcc of S1, the certificate shall be
registered.
ApplIcatlon
(5) This section does lIot apply to land registered under of
l&otlon
section 35. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s. 133 (4, 5).
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181. Upon payment of the fce prescribed by section 146
of The A ssessmcnt Act, the treasurer of the proper municipality
shall furnish a certificate of payment of taxes, charges, rates

H..S.O.1960.

c.23
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and assessments to any person requiring one in respect of land
registered or with reference to which ana pplication (or registration is pending, and the certificate is binding upon the
corporation of the municipality. R.S.O. 1950, c. 197, s, 139,
amclldcd.

